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Thro INITIAL ATTEI·lPTS 
Late in Hovember 1976 discussions regarding my 
involvement as a student in Special Projects in 1977 were 
finalised. The question which then arose was whether to do 
a research paper or a project. My decision to do a project 
was influenced by three considerations. 
1. Given a fairly heavy committment on my part to the 
concept of Clinical Legal Education, actual participation 
as a student in such an experience seemed extremely 
worthwhile. Furthermore the things I might learn (as 
opposed to the type of learning) appeared to be valuable. 
2. A project would be of some assistance to soRe part of 
the community i.n that I would be doing legal (or related) 
work on a voluntary basis. 
3. 1977 would ~ea heavy year for me academically with 
extra work for Law in Society tutorials, some_Company 
lectures, two sets of masters seminars and a research 
paper in Administrative Law LLM. It therefore seemed that 
work of a slightly different kind might be more stimulating 
and (qualitatively ) less of a burden. 
I had to then decide on the actual project. I had not 
given the matter too much thought and had only a couple of 
vague i deas (concerning something of assistance to, or 
within, the profe ssion or involvement in a Titahi Bay 
Youth Aid programme I knew about) when Neil Cameron 
suggested I think about working for George Rosenberg in 
his Newtown practice. At that stage Neil and Alex's 
understanding of the situation was that Rosenberg was 
definitely planning to set up a neighbourhood - law - office 
type of practice in Newtown in 1977. Rosenberg was 
apparently not sure whether it would actual ly get off the 
ground in 1977 but firmly intended that it should if at 
all possible. Little was known other than this. 
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My initial reaction was one of doubt - mainly about 
my ability to undertake such a task. However after some 
thought it appeared extremely suitable - both for myself 
and for Rosenberg. Having had about 18 months experience 
in an office I had handled clients, worked under people, 
done a large amount of drafting (albeit not court documents) 
and knew a re a sonable amount about law offices and the 
practitioner role. Being slightly older than many under-
graduate students who might do a Special Project would be 
another advantage. Rosenberg would also have the 
opportunity of che cking with Peterson (of Chapman Tripp & 
Co) as to my ability, judgment, etc and might be able to 
feel a bit more confident in taking on a person of whom 
he had some independe nt assessment. As a fully qualified 
practitioner I would be able to handle all the tasks 
involved in most of the cases which came my way. 
The main lacks I felt while thinking about taking 
up a position with Rosenberg were that I had not done any 
appearance work and had ha d little experience of the kinds 
of people and prob lems one might expect to meet in his 
practice. My expe rience in commercial conve yancing did 
not seem an entirely adequate prepa ration for coping 
with the problems of persons in a disadvantage d socio-
economic position. Howeve r this also constituted quite 
an incentive to taking on such a project in that it would 
broaden my experi e nce as a lawyer and further my 
appreci a tion and knowl e dge of a sector of the community 
which I would not normally come into contact with. 
To enlarge upon the s a me issue, I wondered whethe r 
I would be up to the task. I perceived working for 
Rosenberg as involving a much more personal relationship 
with the client than that to which I had been accustomed. 
Furthermore , I saw the proble ms ~s being more difficult 
and demanding - particula rly on a personal l e vel. The 
problem posed by this was f a r more one of personal 
capabili t y tha n of previous e xperience in practice. I 
realised tha t I customa rily classed my b a c kground as 
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economically and emotionally secure. I therefore 
wondered whether I might simply be on another wavelength 
to many of the people and problems I met. An honest 
appraisal of my background revealed a much higher level 
of encounters with serious problems (both my own and those 
of others) not too dissimilar from many of the problems 
I anticipated facing while working for Rosenberg. I was 
thus encouraged to think that this aspect would not prove 
to be an insurmountable obstacle. 
Another factor to be taken into consideration was 
whether I wished to work for Rosenberg. As I knew very 
little about him I resolved to check his reputation among 
a few members of the profession. This arose from a desire 
to ensure that I did not become involved in something 
which blew up badly or deservedly achieved a bad reputation. 
I saw the primary imperative on this level as professional 
competence as it seemed that Rosenberg had aims with which 
I would agree. Even if he didn't, I felt that we might 
negotiate an agreement on my involvement. Of course I was 
also free to not enter into a project which involved 
him. I checked with several people in the profession whose 
judgment I trusted and found that he was generally felt to 
be very competent. This impression was confirmed when I 
met him and talked to him about various cases and issues. 
On a purely practical level I foresaw problems of 
time. A particular tension was the amount of time this 
work wo~ld use up in proportion to other commitments for 
the year. If I was to be of any use at all I would have 
to spend a reasonable period of time at Rosenberg's office 
plus fairly large amounts of time in preparation and 
res e arch. However, I felt that this was something which 
could be satisfactorily negotiated once we had more of an 
idea a.s to the form my involvement would take. 
Another consideration which had to be taken into 
account was money. As Rosenberg was going to run his 
practice on a normal basis it might not have been 
appropriate that I work for him for nothing. I foresaw 
problems of principle, problems with the Law Society, 
Inland Revenue Department and University. In retrospect 
I think I saw these problems as greater than they actually 
were. In reality we would have just boxed away and it is 
unlikely that anything would have been done by, particularly, 
the Law Society. Rosenberg had a solution anyway - that 
I work for clients who could not pay. One of the problems 
with this solution which I didn't see at the time but now 
see, is the possibility of my involvement having distorted 
the shape of his practice. My involvement on this basis 
would have meant that the practice could do more work for 
free. An expectation might have been built up among the 
pool of clients which could not have been maintained. 
However it soon became apparent that the primary 
problem was going to be one of timing. Rosenberg was 
attempting to find suitable premises in Newtown and was 
not having much success. We had several conversations 
in January and February 1977 about this and it looked 
less and less likely that he would start practice there 
early in the year. For a viable project I needed about 
four or five months involvement in the practice. Thus 
he had to be started by the end of May if I was to part-
icipate. As time went by this seemed more and more unlikely. 
Rosenberg did suggest an alternative of taking on a couple 
of cases for two or three of the community agencies, 
however, this did not appear to be practicable. The 
practical problems were too great and the cases seemed 
too difficult. 
At the same time as these discussions were proceeding 
I was informed of a similar kind of practice being started 
in Porirua by two friends of mine, Peter McKenzie and 
Robert Brace. It appeared that they welcomed my involve-
ment and we had several lengthy discussions about the 
shape of the practice and my part in it. Peter and 
Robert's plans seeme d to be further along the path to an 
actual commencement than Rosenberg 's and accordingly on 
3rd Marcl1 I put forward a proposal for involvement in 
this practice as a project.
1 This was approved. At 
that stage Peter and Robert were part way through the 
process of obtaining suitable premises in Porirua, at 
Cannons Creek. Negotiations for these premises continued 
through the next six weeks. But their course took an 
unexpected turn and it became clear that the practice 
would not commence until late June or July at the 
earliest. Thus I felt that this project was no longer 
viable and cancelled it in late April. 
This was done with quite some regret as I had wanted 
to en gage in one of the 'clinical' experiences which I had 
talked so much about the year before. As things turned 
out it was the right decision as this practice is only now 
getting underway. 
I have discussed these attempts at getting a project 
underway for two reasons. First, they constitute part 
of the overall task of finding and carrying through a 
project. Secondly, they might be useful to someone in 
the future in so far as they illustrate the problems 
involved in fin d ing and setting up a project of the type 
I envisaged; in addition, I have attempted to make some 
observations about the way in which I perceived the potential 
projects. 
1. This proposa l outlines the project envisaged - see 
Appendix 1 
PRACTICAL LEGAL EDUCATION 
1. SETTING THE STAGE 
This particular project brought together quite a few 
facets of my educational and working experience. In this 
sense it was not as rdifferent' an experience as the two 
projects which I attempted to set up. I think it has 
also made it harder to stand back from the experience 
and analyse it. However that comes later. What I wish to 
do in this part of the paper is to set forward the context 
out of which I came to the practical training debate, 
outline the context of the debate itself and describe the 
setting up of the stage on which I played out my part in 
the piece. In some senses it was indeed a play. The 
issues weren't life or death, freedom or jail, fight or 
retreat. The actors were part-time, unpaid, otherwise 
busy, most often ill-prepared, frequently out of step. 
The pace was leisurely, even tardy - except for those 
playing too many parts. The stage wasn't in the street. 
It didn't involve the public. It didn't involve many 
members. Some of it was behind doors closed by 
confidentiality. However that is not to say that it was 
unreal. It was, but it wasn't. 
THE CONTEXT 
My involvement in the specific issue of practical legal 
education stems from the fourth year of my under-graduate 
training. (However I don't wish to start a long and ponderous 
blow by blow account of my life and times from 1974 onwards 
but simply point to some salient attitudes and experiences). 
At that stage I had an almost reverential respect for 
senior academics, senior practitioners, and the integrity 
of the debates in which issues such as practical training 
were discussed and determined. I also felt that a 
clinical programme for under-graduates was the panacea for 
almost all ills and had little r egard to the practicalities 
of resources, co s t and benefit and propriety of function. 
I had lessons in many of these aspects over the succeeding 
year. 
However my report to the Faculty in 1976 on Clinical 
Legal Education highlighted ~he need to speak sensibly from 
the context out of which an issue flows. In addition I 
began to see the appropriate ways of attempting to teach 
various kinds of skills and information. This year's 
discussions of practical training £or graduates can be 
seen with the benefit of hindsight as an almost natural 
extension of much of my activity to that date. Thus I 
did not come to the debate out of a vacuum. 
In addition it is worth noting that I felt that I 
had a foot in both camps having spent almost 18 months in 
a law firm and 15 months with the law faculty. It will 
become apparent that there are indeed two camps - the 
practitioner and the academic - often equated with the 
real and the unreal. Many attitudes and mispreceptions 
running through the debate were founded upon fundamental 
pre-suppositions as to the relationship between academic 
and practical matters , of theory and practice. 
As mentioned above the debate itself had a context of 
its own. The first contextual factor which I wish to 
isolate is contained in the proposition that there is 
currently a good deal of general uncertainty about the 
best way in which to train people for specific vocations. 
The primary tension is between institutionalised training 
and 'real' or 'on-the-job' training. Part of the 
uncertainty is due to a vast and complex number of factors 
of a historical and social kind - in particular the growth 
of institutions and resort to institutionalised, external 
solutions to problems. Obviously this is not the place 
in which to go into this. 
A second factor is that there is an increasing trend 
towards full-time study for the LLB degree. In 1966 66% 
of law students were studing full-time. In 1976 that 
proportion was 81 %. (Because the swing from part-time 
to full-time study is primarily reflected in the third 
(degre e ) year 011wards it is possible that the actual swing 
to full-time study is higher than that reflected by these 
figures - which are taken over the whole degree). Therefore 
more graduates are entering offices without any practical 
experience. It seems to me that many practitioners do 
not see this point and simply say that the University is 
not doing as good a job as it was. 
Another contextual factor appeared to lie in an 
increasing unwillingness on the part of practitioners to 
train their new employees. I did, and do not believe 
that that is because practitioners are any busier than 
they were. But it is certainly an attitude which 
influenced many people in their approach to the practical 
training debate. 
Part of the context also comprised an increasingly 
competent and sophisticated LLB degree programme. In 
addition most academics are now professional law teachers 
rather than practitioners teaching part-time. It is 
therefore easier to point the finger at academics who are 
now 'them' rather than 'us'. Law teachers also constitute 
a more comprehensive and cohesive body to form the other 
party to any debate over graduate skills. Also faculties 
now have greater interests of their own to protect in that 
they undertake a specific set of tasks which are in 
many respects different from and broader than those under-
taken in practice. 
Thus the practical training debate has surfaced from 
time to time over the past few years. It has usually 
reflected the kinds of contextual factors mentioned however 
almost all the practitioner responses and comments which 
I had heard or read paid scant regard to the context. Most 
of them were little more than trite generalisations. As 
I mentioned in my proposal for this project I have long 
been concerned to see that the academic side of the case 
is put. Too many practitioner observations on this subject 
gain credence through shee r repetition. Unless better 
comments are made there is, at least, nothing to begin to 
stop such comments being believed. A further concern which 
I had about previous observations on this subject 
was that 
too many were too general. Therefore I wished to 
introduce 
a more specific analysis. 
Another part of the context is reflected in the 
question as to who the parties to this debate wer
e . 
THE COUNCIL OF LEGAL EDUCA'I'ION AND PRACTICAL 
TRAINING 
The primary forum of debate this year was the 
Council of legal Education 2nd its sub-committees.
 The 
Council is of course the body which oversees legal
 
education in New Zealand. It comprises four pract
itioner 
members, the fou~ deans of the law schools and two
 judge s. 
Because of its bi-partisan nature and its role of 
deciding 
the issue the Council is not specifically a party 
to the 
debate. In so far as it is a body within the inst
itution 
of the legal profession it is a party to conflicts
 which 
can be found under a wider analysis. For instance
, in this 
context the Council would be concerned to preserve
 the 
integri t y of the profession against any suggestion
 that 
lawyers should not be playing the role they do in 
society 
and there f ore need not acquire practical skills. 
However that question was just not open in this de
bate. 
The debate over practical training proceeded witho
ut 
challenge to the normative status of practical ski
lls. It 
was accepted that practical skills were a good thi
ng. The 
only question was as to how, when and by whom they
 should 
be imparted. From the point of view of the partic
ipants 
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it was, overall, in Aubert's terms, a conflict of 
interest. 
There we re odd challenges to the purpose and statu
s of 
practical skills but these remained minor and perip
he ral~ 
The primary partie s to the deba te in the Council a
nd 
its sub-committee s were the profession and the Fac
ulties. 
There we r e sub-gr oups on both si des however if one
 is going 
2. ~ube rt, The Hi dde n Soci e t y (i 9 65) 
t.o identify any sides_ then they were these two. This 
can be illustrated by outlining the broad thrust of that 
debate. 
The Secretary of the New Zealand Law Society wrote to 
the Council of Legal Education prior to its meeting in April 
this year conveying the Society's concern at the inadequacies 
of the training of law graduates. The Society was of the 
view that current law graduates are ill equipped to cope 
with the practical aspects of office work and therefore not 
trained to enter the profession of law. Two mewbers of 
the Society's legal Education Committee had attended a 
conference in Australia and had been particularly impressed 
by the Sydney College of Law. While recognising the 
problem of limited resources the Society wished to see 
similar kinds of institutions set up in New Zealand. In 
particular it asked the Council to give urgent consideration 
to the extension of the Auckland block course as a pilot 
scheme from which nationwide changes might flow. It was 
envisaged that the extra resources needed would come from 
University funds. 
This letter contained a number of glaring inaccuracies 
and self-contradictions but its purpose was clear. The 
profession was not happy with the product which it was 
getting from the universities. It wished to have this 
product improved. It quickly became evident that this view 
stemmed from a tension between two of the historical 
factors mentioned earlier: the increasing trend toward~ 
full-time study combined with an increasing reluctance on 
the part of the profession to train law graduates in 
practical skills. It seemed to me that the profession 
tended to discount the first of these two factors and 
accordingly see the cause of the problem as inadequate 
training. It also seemed that the profession was simply 
not considering the possibility of putting more time into 
on-the-job training of graduates . I felt that both these 
attitudes were wrong. They seemed to stem from an excess 
of self-lnterest combined with an inability to see the true 
nature and extent of the problem. This view was shared by 
others. 
The Council discussed the matter, decided that the 
Society's proposals were too vague and appointed sub-
committees in each of the four main centres to investigate 
the whole subj e ct of Practica l Training and report back 
to the Council. Each of these sub-committees was convened 
by one of the De ans and a practitioner. Their purpose 
was to bring university teachers and practitioners together 
to attemp t to find a practical solution. Thus the debate 
constitu ted a review of the current position. It was at 
this point that I became directly involved. Up to that 
point I had had discussions with K.J. Keith and J.C. Thomas 
about the Law Society's letter, had participated in a 
meeting of the Fa culty's sub-committee on practical training 
(of which I had b e en a member for 3 years), but had not 
become directly involved. 
Before leaving the Council of Legal Education a nd 
discussing some of the other forums in which practical 
training was an issue it is worth commenting on some aspects 
of the scope of t he debate and the way in which it arose: 
(1) I have already said that the ambit of the debate was 
narrow. It contained the potential for major changes to 
the status qua of methods of post-degree practical training 
but the re we re no major threats to the structure of the 
universities or t he profession. Furthermore it was fairly 
clear right from t h e outset that there was little liklihood 
of obtaining a s igni f icantly greater amount of money with which 
to make improveffie nts to the existing situation. The 
profession was looking to the universities for funds, the 
universities didn't have any. 
(2) The New Ze aland Law Society is of course the body which 
represen t s and comprises the profession as a whole. As an 
instituti on it h a d already filtered the proble m to make it 
one of c han ge within the profession, by the profession. In 
addition t he Council of the Law Society consists almost 
completely of older senior practitioners. By virtue of 
having a tta ined such a po s ition the y are unlikely to have 
very radical views about the legal profession and its role 
in society. They are also not the people who are having to 
grapple with the relationship between theory and practice. 
It will probably have been a very long time since they did 
that. Some may never have embarked upon this task in a 
rigorous way. Furthermore, they are often not even the 
persons who have to supervise the graduates a firm employs -
often it will be a junior partner or staff solicitor. 
Hence the Council of Legal Education plays an important role. 
It at least brinss a balance. But there are still gaps -
the public, younger lawyers. In many ways the structure 
is a good example of the ways in which an institution 
maintains its cohesion in a conservative and introverted 
way. 
(3) Furthermore it also became clear that even within this 
filtering mechanism there was another constraint on the 
problems, issues and solutions presented. Everyone was 
involved in this debate part-time. Most people had simply 
no time to work through the problem in as thorough a way 
as they would have liked. That is nothing new. But it 
does leave the initiative to those who are keen, who can 
find the time. It was fairly common knowledge that the 
main thrust of the Law Society's proposal and attitude 
came from one individual. It is interesting to speculate 
on the reasons why one particular person stands out in 
certain forums. In a part-time forum such as this one it 
seems that he who has the time and motivation to do the 
work involving in winning is the one who will have the 
best chance of carrying the day. Of course that pre-
supposes a plausible set of arguments. 
THE PRACTICAL TRAINING DEBATE IN WELLINGTON 
In July 1976 the Dean of the Faculty at Victoria had 
made approaches to the district Law Society asking for a 
joint examination of the professional courses at Victoria 
University. These approaches were ignored by the Law Society 
until March 1977. The proposal put forward by the New 
Zealand Society and the Council of Legal Education's 
decision to set up regional sub-committees acted as a 
catalyst on the Wellington debate. However at that point 
the debate assuned the role assigned to it by the Council 
and took on aims that included, but went beyond the regional 
debate. In passinq it is worth noting that I had to engage 
in some fairly fancy footwork to route the debate around a 
particular individual and a district Law Society sub-
cowmittee . This was done for two purposes: first, to 
keep the local initiative with the Faculty thereby keeping 
a little more control over the debate; second, to maintain 
the joint nature of the debate, as we were concerned that 
the Law Society seemed to want to do its 'own thing'. 
'l,HE 1i'i7ELLINGTON YOUNG LAWYERS GROUP 
This group has existed for several years now. It 
comprises younger practitioners and runs practical training 
seminars and workshops for recently admitted practitioners. 
The leve l of achievement attained from year to year appears 
to vary with the constitution of the committee, however the 
group appears to be building towards a firmer base level 
of activiti e s. The cor;unittee IriEets on a monthly basis 
supplemented by additional meetings to organise special 
activities. It was suggested at the beginning of this 
year that I might like to liaise with the committ.ee 
concerning provision of Faculty assistance in respect of 
any of its activities. I felt tha t I might also be able 
to contribute something from the little hit of knowledge 
I had about clinical legal education so I joined the 
committee. 
When the practical training debate surfilced in March 
it became clear that the Young Lawyers Group should have 
a hand in its course. The reasons were two-fold: one, 
the Group were already involved in practical training and, 
two, as recent graduates we were in as good a position as 
anyone to c omment on the problems of practical training. 
(I say we becaus e I regard myself as part of that group 
on account of rny r e c e nt admission and practice. However 
the gap is rapidly wi. d e ning. I already feel a schism 
between myself and my con tem~oraries still in practice. 
Involveme nt with them on a 'professional' level was quite 
enlightening. Values begin to differ, attitudes and 
mannerisms also). Thus we decided to set up a sub-
committee of those interested in examining the question of 
practical training. 
Thus b~):' the middle of April the Council of Legal 
Education had set regional sub-committees in motion, the 
Wellington examination cf the matter was subsumed under 
this head and the Young Lawyers Group had constituted a 
sub-committe e on practical training. 
Before outlining the subsequent course of the debate 
it is appropriate to point to the way in which this matter 
became a project. I participated in the various e vents 
in something of an extra-curricular fashion until e arly 
July. That is, I was involved in the various activities, 
strictly speaking they were not part of my job and initially 
they were not part of a project as I was attempting to set 
the other two projects up. \·:hen it became clear that 
those projects we re not going to get off the ground I 
chose a research paper on Marx and aspects of his view 
of conflict. In July it was suggested that I publish some 
of my thoughts on the practical training debate for 
wider circulation. My response was that I would have 
liked to have publishe d a paper but had no time whatsoever 
in which to do so. At that point it was suggested that 
I turn my participation in the practical training debate 
into a project on practica l legal education. Those 
circumsta nces toge ther with my r e asons for embarking on 
the project are outline d in Appendix 2. 
In a sense it is somewhat ironic that I put quite 
a lot of work into the topic of clinical legal education 
in 1976,attempted to engage in the topic in a real way by 
doing a project in Porirua or Newtown, failed, and ended 
up doing a project in the area of practical legal education -
a subject very akin to clinical education. 
3. PROJECT: APRIL SEPTEUBER 
The first thing which I attempted to get under way 
was a discussion in the Young Lawyers Group. I saw the 
role of that group as one of providing evidence as to the 
problems at hand (i.e. just what are we trying to cure?) 
and of commenting on the courses offered and proposed. 
I had got the impression that the Group's committee tended 
to quickly stray away from specific discussion and talk in 
circles around a matter . Therefore I prepared a 
memorandu.rn 
3 a.s a basis for discussion. 
4 Much to my 
surprise I found that when we came to discuss the matter 
it was still almost impossible to get people to stick to 
the point. There was a consensus that the list of 
deficiencies in a graduate which I outlined in the 
memorandum was helpful and correct. And yet I had to be 
almost rude at times to make people stick to t:ie various 
issues at hand. I would hav2 understood the proolem if 
it had been simply in relation to me. But issu2s or lines 
of discussion raised by others often met the same treat-
ment. 
This was a trend which I was to meet time and time 
again, in all the forums in which I took part. In the 
end I put it down to a lack of rigour stemming from an 
unwillingness or inability on the part of many to address 
themselves to the problems at hand . Perhaps that is being 
too uncharitable. The various meetings were all in the 
3. Appendix 3 to thi s report. 
4. The purpose of the Memorandum is outlined in paragraph 3 
of it. 
evenings, lunchhours or some other point in busy schedules. 
Significant things were achieved and one shouldn't expect 
constant perfection. But even so the success of the 
debates was markedly hindered by this tendency. 
The next event to happen was that Prof. Keith set up 
a meeting in Wellington to discuss the professional 
courses. This meeting flowed from the approaches made to 
the Law Society last year and was intended both to fulfil 
a local function and to assist the Wellington sub-committee 
of the Council of Legal Education. The meeting comprised 
all the teachers of the professional courses and 
representatives of the Law Society, Young Lawyers Group, 
Law Faculty and Law Faculty Club. The discussion paper 
put out by Prof. Keith 
5 was partly based on my memorandlli-n 
to the Young Lawyers Group. We were attempting to identify 
the problems before setting up some very fancy and 
expensive alternatives. 
Once again I was a little surprised at the rather 
low level of debate. It might be that that is the fate 
of once-off meetings \1ith large attendance. However, it 
was apparent that some practitioners were not about to 
come to grips with the problem. (e.g. "It all depends on 
motivation, if these chaps want to learn, they'll learn'' -
not wrong in itself but it certainly didn't meet the 
question to which it was addressed). 
This meeting was a useful public relations exercise 
for the Faculty, brought together people who otherwise work 
separately at related tasks and did air the problem to some 
extent. It also identified a nwnber of areas which could 
be usefully explored e.g. a Litigation course v1ill be 
run in February 1978 as a result of this meeting. In 
addition it provided a chance to see who might most use-
fully contribute something further to the debate. 
5. Appendix 4 
At ci.round the same time the Wellington District Law 
Society c0ITU11enced a series of lectures on commercial law 
as part of a continuing education programme. This was the 
first concentrated effort of this kind for quite a while 
and was generally regarded as a success. To some degree 
the setting up of this programme involved similar questions 
to those of practical legal education as we were discussing 
it. For those involved in both forums there was therefore 
a useful link. I managed to get to only one of the 
serainars which was an interesting example of just how bad 
a practitioner can be at attempting to teach purely 
practical matters. There was consistent, uninteresting 
recourse to the rules governing the subject and virtually 
no synthesis of rules, pragraatic considerations and the 
context of the task which he was discussing. It was a 
superbly impractical seminar. 
At this point in time my involvement spread to a 
nlli~ber of areas. Before discussing them it is worth noting 
that some informal ongoing activities were being pursued 
at a number of levels - regular discussions with 
J.C. Thomas and K.J. Keith (filled with varying mixtures 
of wonderment, anger and despair at the various happenings 
in the debate), Young Lawyers Committee meetings and 
discussions with people in practice about the subject. 
However, the main brunt of activities came in July, 
August and September. These will be discussed under the 
following heads: 
(a) Article for New Zealand Law Journal 
(b) Young Lawyers Group practical seminars. 
(c) N.Z.L.S.A. conference 
(d) Wellington Sub-comrnittee of Council of Legal 
Education. 
(a) Article for the New Zealand Law Journal. 
The suggestion that I put pen to paper for this 
purpose was one that I liked and am grateful that this has 
been made possible. The major reason for doing so is a 
belief that ideas are important. People act in accordance 
with their attitudes, perceptions and ideas. Historical 
and factual contc.xt is naturally an enormous constraint 
on perceptions and ideas along with the possibility and 
method of putting those into practice. Nevertheless it 
is still possible to effect changes in attitudes thereby 
introducing changes in behaviour. This is what I wanted 
to do with an article. Unfortunately the results of 
such a piece of work are not easily identified. The 
persons to whom it was addressed were practitioners in 
general. The people I most wanted to reach were those 
who are not participating in the debates over practical 
training: it is impossible to assess the results in that 
forw~. All one can do is hope that it might have some 
effect and might be of use in the future. 
6 The article which I eventually produced had three 
specific purposes: 
(1) To identify the specific problems which practical 
training attempts to remedy 
(2) To say that the problem is not that great 
(3) To point out the areas of responsibility for 
solution of the problem. 
In so doing I hoped to scale down the informal debate 
within the profession at large. The kinds of con@ents 
which so many practitioners make are those of the order of: 
11 These graduates don't even know where the L.T.O. is" 
11 They can't fill in the simplest forms, they can't even 
write a letter 11 The conclusion which is often drawn is 
that academic training is totally unreal, the product 
totally unsuited to the task. 
This article is coming out in the current Law Journal. 
Hopefully it will wedge open the door to further debate 
6. Appendix 5 
in that forwn. In many senses I would wish to regard the 
article as the broadest and most long-lasting thrust of 
this project. 
(b) Young Lawyers Group Practical Seminars. 
We ran three seminars in August and September for 
35-40 newly admitted practitioners. Two of the three 
seminars required participants to prepare and deliver 
submissions to the Court in the way in which they would 
do so if representing a client. Thus there was simulated 
'doing• of the task in issue. 
The problems were fairly simple (e.g. applications 
for bail in the Magistrate's Court, undefe nded divorces 
in the Supreme Court) but appeared to be set on the right 
level. (In our discussions planning the series we had 
had some difficulty in knowing whether the problems were 
too hard or too easy). Participants took the task 
seriously and appeared to learn an appreciable ili~ount. The 
form of learning by doing appeared to be precisely what 
was needed in this area. One example will suffice: the 
participant was asked to make a plea in mitigation on 
behalf of a prominent sports administrator who has plea<led 
guilty to a blood alcohol charge
7and wondered whether he 
could get suppress ion of name. Counsel cited his client's 
full range of services and asked for suppression of name. 
The Magistrate (a practitioner who played the role 
superbly) r efused suppression and gave the standard fine 
and disqualification. The co1mnentator then pointed out 
to participant counsel that he had just ensured that his 
client got bold type cove~age in the newspapers recording 
his conviction. The obj e ct of the exercise was to show 
that one cannot get suppression on such grounds for that 
offence, that the sentence was fairly standard and that 
counsel is bet ter to simply 'shut up' about his client's 
position in the community and hope the court reporters 
don't know, or notice, his nam e . That les son went home 
7. Problem 16 of Magistrate's Court Problems on 
accompanying file. 
to all present. 
Involvement in planning and participating in these 
seminars was useful from the point of view of understanding 
the intensely practical problems encountered in getting 
even such a small course off the ground. The resources 
poured into these seminars were quite extensive indeed: 
two planning sessions of five persons, arranging 
registration, organising court rooms and distribution of 
problems, arranging judges, clerks, witnesses, the time 
given by the persons who played those roles, etc etc. As 
alluded to above it was also a useful insight into the 
way in which practical skills can be taught. I might 
also add that we are planning a similar workshop (probably 
an all-day workshop) on domestic proceedings. It appears 
that my involvement will also extend to a rather different 
series of workshops early next year. The primary role 
I envisage for myself in relation to those workshops is 
that of ensuring th.at they fit in with the overall 
training provided in the first two years of a graduate's 
experience in practice. 
(c) N.Z.L.S.A. Conference. 
I was asked if I would deliver a paper in a session 
of this conference devoted to the subject of practical 
training. 8 Regrettably there was a very low level of 
attendance at the conference and at this session. It 
seems that students also have 15.ttle time or inclination 
for overtly extra-curricular activities. 
One of the most interesting parts of this activity 
was the way in which an address by Ian Muir (Otago Law 
School) differed from mine in approach. Ee expressed the 
view that the content of practical training was not value 
free and that the universities should retain full 
responsibility for this tra ining and ensure that they 
8. This paper was in large part drawn from my article. 
It represents Appendix 6. 
didn't just serve the status quo and the profession. 
His approach called for a conflict of value (in Aubert's 
terms). It was an atypical approach to the current debate. 
By showing what the current debate is not it illustrates 
the essentially consensual nature of the debate. No one 
else was arguing about the purpose of practical training 
or its wider implications. 1,iuir' s thesis asked different 
questions than those which I was irrm1ediat.ely concerned 
to embark upon. I felt that his questions were pertinent 
to the forum in which they were delivered but could not 
be taken up effectively within the context of the main 
thrust of the current debate. Therefore I did not pursue 
them in my other activities. A challenge to values is 
better issued in the most effective way possible. 
(d) Wellington Sub-Committee of the Council of 
Legal Education 
This committee consisted of the Dean - K.J. Keith, 
the Wellington practitioner member of the Council, a 
representative of the district Law Society, a student, two 
of the teachers of the professional and myself . I was 
there as the representative of the Young Lawyers Group. 
Even getting onto this sub-conunittee taught me a bit 
about how to work most effectively in meetings e.g. 
getting other people to suggest things one does not wish 
to put forward oneself. 
This cormni ttee was a part-time committee, met at 
night and was hampered by lack of time. There were no 
serious conflicts within the committee and we reached 
agre8ment on issues quite amicably. This was mostly a 
product of the non-contentious nature of the material. 
We attempted to define the problems and work towards the 
best available methods by which to solve them. We did not 
envisage any drastic changes in the near future to the 
status quo. I would like to think that I was of some 
9 
assistance to the committee. Our report was partly 
9. Dated 12.8.77 - on accompanying file. 
! 
j 
based on my analysis of the problems. Apparently a 
conunent was made in the subsequent meeting of the Council 
to the effect that our committee was the only one which 
approached the mu.tters in the right way - looking at the 
problems first. However I would emphasise that my initial 
involvement in this debate did not stem out of my own 
initiative. It was suggested by others that my work in 
this area might be of use. In many ways I was more a tool 
than a moving force. 
Our report to the Council was partly an interim 
report. We felt that the matter would carry beyond the 
Council's September meeting and have been building further 
parts of our case. One of these parts is focussed upon in 
a small discussion paper I prepared for the cor~ittee.
10 
The Law Society representative on the committee did not 
see that there was any way in which one could get 
individual practitioners to undertake specific responsibility 
for the training of their graduate-employees. I was of the 
opinion that we had to get the profession to change its 
mind on this as on-the-job training is the most significant 
part of a g-raduate 1 s training. Furthermore I felt that 
the change could be effected. His attitude wa.s that I 
would have to show him how and why that could be done. 
The discussion paper referred to is the first part of that 
attempt. It represents the initial outline of a strategy 
to institute that change. 
The Council meet this month to consider the reports 
of its sub-cohunittees. I attended this meeting as an 
observer and was asked to keep the proceedings of the 
meeting confidential. The Council resolved to set up 
another set of sub-committees to consider the matter 
further and report to the Council early next year. Doubtless 
not very much can be achieved in a five hour, ten member 
meeting but one wonders whether they could not have 
10. Appendix 7 
resolved some of the issues at hand. At this point it 
is appropriate to simply observe that none of the 
arguments I have heard thus far have very much changed 
my view as to the true nature of the problem and its 
solutions. .My views as to the way in which these matters 
are decided have changed. I would confess to being a 
great deal more cynical about these processes than I was. 
EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT 
I cowJTiented at the beginning of this report that I 
did not think this project would be as easy to intro-
spect as the other projects I was interested in. I a.m now 
a little more sure of that than I was. This is probably 
because this project did not bring me into contact with 
wildly different situations from those I normally worked 
in, nor did I encounter radically different attitudes 
and perceptions, behaviour or appearance. The practical 
training debate was part of my working world. Reflection 
on this project has once again reminded me that it is indeed 
a fairly sheltered world. 
Another reason why this project might be a bit harder 
to introspect lies quite simply in the fact that I was 
working from the place I normally work from - my office. 
I was also working with many of the people I normally work 
with. There were not all that many links (of even a 
physical nature) by which I could easily separate off this 
compartment for even partial scrutiny. It reminded me of 
how little I sit back and scrutinise the mainstream of my 
working life. One grapples with the issues, reacts to 
the pressures, copes with this, and that, and the next 
thing - most of them trivial. Then comes the realisation 
that one is being towed along by history rather than 
creating it, a victim of circumstance rather than a shaper 
of events . Its no wonder people come to believe in a 
machine, 'out the r e ', pushing them helter skelter through life. 
Thes2 comments do not represent a plea for sympathy in 
the task of introspection and evaluation. They are 
LA'v\/ l GRARY 
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mentioned in passing as two factors which may be relevant 
to assessment of proposals for future projects. I think 
that the more 'different' an experience can be ~he easier 
it would be to assess in retrospect. A more different 
experience would certainly be more novel. But that is not 
to say that it would be more valuable in toto. Nor am I 
saying that I didn't learn anything by virtue of this 
project. I shall attempt to outline the kinds of things 
which I have learnt. 
First, I came to a better appreciation of the need to 
understand and cater for the context out of which an 
issue arises and into which one is to speak. The actual 
list of deficiencies which formed the basis of a large 
proportion of my contribution came from another debate -
clinical legal education. That occasion was just not the 
time or setting in which to fully use that list. I had 
not fully understood the context within which I was 
working. I certainly wasn't politically aware enough nor 
was I apt enough to keep control of the report which I 
had written. Through the able offices of J.C. Thomas and 
K.J. Keith I was able to see the context and the true 
shape of the debate a little more clearly. Through the 
course of the project I have become more and more aware 
of the need to see the context of an issue to appreciate 
the questions which need answering, to anticipate events 
and to organise and channel various events and people in 
the direction in which one wants them to go. 
I must confess that I always had a very crude view 
of the way in which the world ran. I believed that 
provided one had the right ideas and shouted them loudly 
enough then people would listen and change. This project 
has gone a long way towards dispelling that myth. Thus 
I would hope that as well as trying to find the right 
answers for various questions I would now spend almost as 
much time seeing how those answers related to a situation 
at hand and how they might be put effectively into 
operation. 
In the same vein I think I have also learnt quite a 
lot about when to speak and when to remain silent, to 
select issue s to take up more carefully. I think I have 
also learnt not to insist on winning all the time. 
Involvement in the various meetings was good experience in 
meeting t e chniques in other ways also. On several occasions 
I managed to get othe r people to sugge st things I did not 
want to put forward myself. By gradual experience I also 
became a bit more aware of the way in which I was being 
received b y those with whom I was interacting. On several 
occasions I felt very definitely that I was appearing to 
be too negative in my approach to a question. Thus I 
ensured t ha t I corrected the impression as quickly as 
possible. 
The project was also a good exercise in patience and 
perserverance . .Much of my time was spent in putting 
forward the same propositions over and over again in 
various forums and ways. The same questions had to be 
answered, the same criticisms met. I often c a ught myself 
becoming too impatient, too negative, too self-assured. 
The aspect of perserverance also taught me something else -
that he who does the work has the best chance of winning. 
Being in a position to shape the agenda and prepare 
material f or conside ration was a clear advantage in this 
debate. In many ways it was not one which we we re about 
to lose as everyone had difficulty in putting the requisite 
amount of time into the debate. 
A factor which is related to this concerns the sheer 
inertia of a situation such as practical training. Every-
one is too busy to put time into it. Contributions are 
only half worke d out, meetings are too short - if tney 
eventuate . The eight month delay in getting the Wellington 
discussion going is an indication of just how hard it is 
to get a d e b a te like this moving. 
A similar problem was an apparent lack of creativity 
in approaching the subject. After about three months I 
realised that there were extremely few people who were 
creatively thinking their way through to a solution. One 
wonders whether as a profession we dontt become a little 
uncreative through the processes of our training and 
practice. However, on the other hand there were some 
startlingly 'different' contributions to the debate. 
Some people were so innovative that their ideas bore no 
relation to reality whatsoever. After a while one came 
to expect the odd contribution of this kind. 
I also came to expect a lack of rigour of analysis of 
the issue at hand. It was rather curious to discover 
that a significant proportion of the 'enlightened' 
practitioner community was unable to come to grips with 
the problem in a rigorous way. For a profession ostensibly 
marked by its analytical abilities we did not score highly 
in this debate. Even a factor such as this added to the 
essential conservatism of the status qua. 
The topic itself is quite diffuse and one can under-
stand a certain amount of difficulty in corning to grips 
with it. The professional courses cover a reasonably 
broad range of subjects; they stand at a meeting point 
of practice and theory and therefore stand in tension; 
and they have dual aims - long term and transitional. 
I found myself continually having to grapple with the 
relationship between theory and practice and found the 
project immensely valuable in this regard. As with the 
other kinds of learnings which a project such as this 
involves I could not accurately identify the means by 
which I was coming to understand this relationship. About 
all I can say is that it is not a straightforward kind of 
learning, it is not organised but is an existentially real 
way of learning. Understanding comes to more than just 
the mind (and there is nothing like sheer exasperation to 
sheet the understanding home). 
In this regard it is worth noting that I am glad to 
have had an opportunity to work with the various people 
involved in the debate. I probably learnt just as much 
by observing the various participants in the debate as 
I did by my contributions to various discussions (and 
the mistake s and blunders were just as valuable as the 
fine points and victories). 
The experience also showed that the profession does 
not always have the competence and prerogative on right 
answers which it often claims for itself. It also 
reinforced my belief that the university does have a more 
valuable role than that which many ascribe to it. This 
belief relates to the question of theory and practice and 
formed part of the motivation behind my article. 
I found the article enormously difficult to write. 
I spent an inordinate amount of time on it - perhaps a 
disproportionate amount. The major source of the difficulty 
lay in my own inability to put pen to paper in a clear and 
graceful way. J.C. Thomas was good enough to look at my 
draft for me and was of great assistance. I learnt a 
considerable measure from his advice on style, clarity of 
expression and structure. It also became apparent that 
writing for publication has its own special agony. This 
was made more acute by the subject matter of the article. 
I was attempting to be direct without totally alienating 
the reade r. I was aiming for those practitioners who would 
not normally confront themselves with the problem and thus 
made concessions such as brevity and limited scope. I 
hope that t h e article will open a door to questions in 
practitioners' minds and would like to follow it up with 
another one focussing more directly on the individual 
practitione r's responsibility to train. I do not care to 
attempt an a s sessme nt of the article itself. That is a 
task for othe rs. In any case I am not sure that I could. 
I find I b e came so pe rsonally involved in it that I had 
difficulty s ee ing the wood for the trees. In future I 
would also want to leave more tbne between drafts. The 
problem of extrication in order to view became apparent 
even in the re-d~afting process. 
Conclusion 
I have not devoted a specific section of this paper 
to recorr@endations for future projects. It seems 
unlikely that a project of quite this nature will occur 
again. Instead I have attempted to build observations 
that may be of assistance in the future into the body of 
the paper. 
I would also note that another report will follow 
this paper. It will concern the ongoing course of the 
debate together with certain more confidential aspects of 
the debate to date. 
It can doubtless be said that one is committed to 
saying that an experience has been worthwhile and 
valuable. Nevertheless from my point of view it has in 
fact been very worthwhile and educative indeed. 
APPENDIX 1 
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON 
FACULTY OF LAW 
M.EJVIOR.MJDUM TO: N. Cameron 
A. Frame 
Proposal for Pro1ect 
As discussed the basic thrust of the proposal is that 
I work approximately one day a week for the law practice 
in Cannons Creek which will be run by F.D. McKenzie and 
R. Brace. I would function as a practitioner within this 
setting. In addition I would attempt to introspect and 
assess my experience and the experience of the practice. 
I would present a paper reporting on my experience, 
attempting to evaluate it and reflecting upon the practice 
as a whole. At this point it is appropriate to note that 
the proposal includes involvement in and reflection upon 
the setting up of the practice. 
It should be emphasised that from the point of view 
of F.D. McKenzie and R. Brace my involvement is firstly 
and foremost as a law practitioner. In other words I 
would be there to provide the best possible professional 
service to clients. I agree entirely with this view and 
feel that there will not be any problem in reconciling 
this interest with my academic interest in the proposal. 
The Practice 
While being staffed by Peter McKenzie and Robert Brace 
the practice will be a branch of Messrs Brandon Kard Evans-
Scott and Hurley. I understand that this f irr:1 is prepared 
to support and run the practice for a year on a trial basis. 
The practice will be situated in or near Cannons Creek and 
will probably occupy a Housing Corporation house. 
Negotiations for suitable acconunodation are underway and 
it is almost certain that the practice will open its doors 
in May. 
Peter and Robert will attempt to make the practice 
self-supporting, however their prime concern is not to set 
up a practice which primarily benefits themselves but to 
serve the local community. It is this aspect which makes 
this practice particularly appealling as a project. An 
attempt by members of the private sector to organise a 
cohesive service oriented law practice within a community 
such as Porirua East is an experiment of some note. Being 
involved in such a practice would be worthwhile in itself -
for myself u.nd (hopefully) for the community. An 
opportunity to also analyse such an experience u.nd such 
a practice is even more valuable. I think it would be 
agreed that the experience of being involved in this 
practice should provide plenty of material worthy of intro-
spection and analysis. 
~ Involvement 
As mentioned it is anticipated that I would work about 
one day a week for the practice. I can see it as likely 
that it could stretch to more - perhaps a fairly regular 
one and a half days a week and more on odd occasions. At 
this stage it is virtually impossible to assess just what 
amount of involvement will be enough to be worthwhile for 
myself and the practice. This consideration must also be 
balanced against my other commitments - teaching duties, 
mater's scmin&rs and administrative law research paper. 
At the moment it may be enough to say that we are thinking 
of about 1 - l½ days per week. I have also mentioned to 
Peter that I would be prep~red to work beyond October should 
the arrangement prove suitable. This suggestion flows from 
a long-ter~ interest in such a form of legal practice. 
In broad outline my involvement is seen as that of a 
qualified practitioner who is not very experienced in 
corrrrnon-law work but who has handled a fairly wide range 
of legal work. Accordingly I would have more responsibility 
than a law student or law clerk would but would need to be 
supervised at certain points. 
I have discussed the financial aspect with Peter 
McKenzie and it appears that it should not be firmly 
resolved at this stage. Peter does not feel able to 
approach Brandon's with a proposal that commits them at 
this stage to further expenditure. I am in agreement with 
this attitude, however I would not wish to work for nothing 
should Brandon's end up making a profit from the venture 
or should my involvement distort the shape of the practice 
and expectations of its future. 
At this point in time it is not possible to predict 
whether the:.::-e will be more work than two people can handle 
or how significant my contribution will be. Peter has 
said that if it appears after a couple of weeks that it is 
necessary that I hold a practising certificate then he 
would ask Brandon's to pay for this. Over and above this 
I feel I should work for nothing (or possibly some typing 
services should there be spare typing time) unless Peter 
and Robert and I feel that I could and should be paid. 
In that case money that I earnt would in part cover my 
travelling expenses with the balance being ploughed back 
into the community. In the light of rr,y friendship with 
Peter and Robert and my desire to help the practice get off 
the ground I feel that the financial aspect could and 
should be left on this basis. 
I have informed Peter that you would want him to talk 
with yo'..1 later in the year and would ask him to assess my 
work and to comment on my report on my experience and that 
of the practice. I will discuss with him the possibility 
of a further supervisor. 
Evan Williams 
3.3.77 
APPENDIX 2 
MEMORANDUM 'I'O: Alex and Neil 
Special Projects 1977 
During the course of a discussion John Thomas and I 
were having on Friday, John suggested I publish an article 
in the Law Journal on Practical Legal Training and the 
Deficiencies of a Graduate. Such an article would be based 
on material I have gathered in the course of this year, in 
particular a memorandum I wrote recently. 
In typical fashion such a possibility had not even 
occurred to me but a few moments thought gave rise to quite 
some enthusiasm. 
As you may have gathered one of my concerns over the 
last 12 months has been that the prejudices and jibes of 
the profession in regard to the law schools are rarely, if 
ever, challenged publicly; that these comments abound in 
rhyme - but not reason, and that they gain strength and 
credibility by virtue of sheer repetition. We do have 
opportunities to communicate with some practitioners however 
those with whom we meet tend to be rather more enlightened 
and open-minded than most. Therefore I have felt that we 
should enter into the wider forum of the Law Journal or Law 
Talk with reasoned accounts of aspects of Legal Education. 
By so doing we might be able to stir the mud and provoke 
debate, perhaps even a higher standard of debate - or, 
wildest dream of all, explode some of the myths and 
fantasies. Given that we have given some thought to the 
problems of Legal Education and that the profession has 
an interest in it, it seems reasonable that we produce so~e 
material on the subject for wider consumption. 
I was therefore keen to do an article but rapidly 
concluded that I had no time whatsoever. 
Our conversation turned to the current debate on 
practical training, our involvement in it and its possible 
outcome. In the course of this it must have occurred to 
John that it might make a good project for he mentioned 
this shortly thereafter. I understand that he has 
mentioned this to you - I was feeling rather hesitant about 
such an idea as I did not want either of you to feel that 
I was messing you around or that I was not committed to 
my research paper on Marx. 
Since talking to Neil I have given the matter some 
thought and am of the opinion that this would be a good 
project - i.e. the practical training debate. I have been 
engaged in the specific content of it all year; it has 
been a long-term concern of mine - since my fourth year 
as a student; I think it would not be untrue to say that 
I am already highly motivated towards this debate and 
that I am keen to be able to do a lot more work on the 
substance of it (particularly on assessing the whole 
~ituation and debate in a critical fashion); furthermore 
I think it is manageable. 
The situation to date is as follows:-
1. Over the last 4 years I have been on the Faculty's 
Clinica1 Legal Education sub-committee. You will recall 
the report I wrote last year of some 9,500 words. 
2. Since April I have been a member of the Young Lawyers 
Committee. This Committee primarily concerns itself with 
practical training (albeit in a fairly sporadic and 
embryonic fashion in the past few years) and is now moving 
more firmly to establish an ongoing programme - and is 
receiving more support from the Law Society. I am also a 
member of a working group of that Committee which was 
established to participate in the current debate on 
practical training. Up to now this working group has met only 
once - to conside r a 2,500 words me morandum which I wrote 
(based largely on my Clinical report) - but should be meetin g 
for several longer and more conce ntrated sessions over the 
next few weeks. 
3. Tog~ther with Alex and others I am on the Faculty's 
sub-committee on practical training. This has met only 
twice thus far. 
4. The Council of Legal Education has asked the Law 
Schools and District Law Societies to examine the question 
of practical training and report back to the next Council 
meeting. This will be held at the end of August. Hence 
the issue will be focussed upon quite heavily over the 
next 2 month s. 
5. I have had reasonably lengthy discussions with John 
and Ken over the past few months. Hopefully I have a 
reasonable grasp of the contex t within which the debate 
falls. 
6. Ken circulated a copy of the memorandum I prepared 
for the Young Lawyers Group among those attending a 
meeting held on 1st June. That meeting comprised 
representatives of the Law Society, Faculty, Young Lawyers 
Group, Law Faculty Club, and all the teachers of the 
professional subjects. 
7. I am the Young Lawyers' representative on the 
Wellington Committee on Practical Training. 
8. Mike Stephens from N.Z.L.S.A. recently asked me if 
I would b e prepared to give a paper, or be part of a 
panel of speakers on Practical Training, at the N.Z.L.S.A. 
conference in August. 
Although I have not made extensive notes of these 
meetings and discussions I b e lieve I can remember enough 
to be able to accurately introspect and assess most of the 
activities I have been involve d in thus far, my role and 
the role of others, together with the interests and 
conflicts manifested to date. 
Areas in which I can further participate are: 
1. Further work with the Young Lawyers group - including 
meetings reports and proposals on the current debate 
together with involvement in the organisations of next 
month's practical workshops and seminars. 
2. Participation in the Wellington Committee on Practical 
Training. Possibly a paper for this committee. Certainly 
some meetings and discussions. 
3. An article in the Law Journal. 
4. Participation in the N.Z.L.S.A. conference - to be 
confirmed. Possibly I might take the initiative with 
the Law Faculty Club also and attempt to involve myself 
in some sort of discussion on practical training. They 
appear to be thinking that they are worth nothing to a 
Law office. 
All of this can be achieved before the end of the 
first week in September. At that stage there will also 
be interim, and possibly some final, conclusions to the 
debate. 
My report on the debate and my experience would 
attempt to outline the context, what happened, the parties 
to the debate and their interests and aims, the various 
perceptions and definitions; to assess these in a critical 
fashion attempting to stand back some way from my own 
involvement . Also included would be the material I would 
have written together with the other documents produced. 
Evan Williams 
J·uly 1977 
PRACTICAL LEGAL TRAINING 
MEMORANDUM FOR MEMBERS OF YOUNG LAWYERS SUB-COMMITTEE ON PRACTICAL LEGAL TRAINING 
1. The question of practical training for lawyers is currently being considered in a number of forums. The New Zealand Law Society has a Legal Education Committee which has considered this question. The Council of Legal Education will be having a meeting later this week at which it will consider a report from the New Zealand Society's Committee together with personal reports from Messrs. A.D. Holland and I.L.M. Richardson, a letter from the New Zealand Law Society and a memorandum from Professor Keith. These reports consider some of the general issues of practical legal education and focus in particular on the professional courses and their alternatives. It is unlikely that the Council will attempt to resolve the question in isolation and will probably call for discussions at the district level. Victoria University and the Wellington District Law Society anticipate holding a meeting in the near future to discuss the professional courses and practical legal training. This meeting will comprise representatives from the Law Society, the University, Young Lawyers, students and all the teachers of the professional courses. There will probably be about 4 representatives from each group. We should have ~ore information regarding this meeting shortly, One further point worth noting is that the Law Faculty has a sub-committee on practical legal training and that the Wellington District Law Society will probably resurrect its Practical Training Committee. 
2. Kit Toogood has suggested that we hold a meeting of those of us who expressed an interest in practical training at the last Young Lawyers Committee meeting. You will recall that we decided that it would be a good idea to set up a sub-committee on this aspect. Doubtless Kit will contact you individually regarding a meeting. 
3. The purpose of this memorandum is two-fold. It is intended to, first, bring you up to date with the situation and, secondly, to outline some of the questions which I feel are relevant to the practical training debate. In doing so I am conscious that I am not currently practicing full-time and that you will be far more aware of the issues and solutions than I. Therefore this document is intended merely as a catalyst which raises questions rather than providing answers. Furthermore, I hope it will provide something of a focus for ou~ initial discussions. 
4. One way of looking at practical legal training is to examine the professional courses. Another way is to focus our attention upon the new entrants to law firms and identify their customary defects. For our immediate purposes I believe that the latter approach will be more useful. I believe that we may make a substantial contribution to the debate on practical training by setting forth the problems which we encountered on commencing work for a firm, the gaps in our training and the ways in which these gaps could (if they could) be rectified - either in or outside of the office. 
S. Some time ago I had occasion to draw up a list of the deficiencies which I saw in the typical entrant to a law firm. This list assumes a reasonable grasp of both the degree and professional subjects and the deficiencies mentioned are of course more serious in those who have not done any of the professional units prior to entry to a law firm. The list I arrived at last year was:-
i 
. ' 
2 
(a) He is not familiar with the people» the routine, the formal and informal systems and rules of the particular office in which he works, He may not have worked in an office before. 
(b) He will probably be unaware of the ways in which he is expected to act and to communicate with people. 
(c) It is likely that he will have large gaps in his knowledge of the kinds of accounting practitioners are required to handle, 
(d) He will not know very much, if anything, about the systems and procedures of registration and filing of land and court documents, 
(e) He will not be at all good at drawing documents or writing letters. 
(f) He will not be aware of the details or implications of planning and executing a transaction in its entirety - in other words he will be somewhat lacking in his handling of the raw material of a transaction. 
(g) He will be unfamiliar with the details of the process of bringing a matter before the Court, planning a case, the procedures of the Court ; initially his advocacy will be fairly undeveloped, 
(h) He will probably have forgotten or not have been confronted with a reasonable proportion of the substance and details of the law relating to many of the matters he will be called upon to deal ',7ith. 
6. There are two things which I would ask of you in relation to this list. The first is, is it complete? The second is, what ~re the specific ways in which you feel these defects are manifested? In other words I feel that we should outline in lengthy detail the problems faced by a new entrant to a firm. 
7. In order to raise some of the issues I should like to outline some of my comments on theqe deficiencies. 
Deficiency (a) 
He is not familiar with the people, the routine, the formal and informal systems and rules of the particular office in which he works. He may not have worked in an office before, 
I believe that this problem cannot be cured in advance. However, it is crucial that firms appreciate this problem and provide their new employee with as much inform3tion, guidance and supervision as possible, This problem will relate very much to the range of tasks which the new employee is called upon to undertake, It seems to me crucial that either one or two persons are responsible for his overall supervision and management of the content and load of his work. 
Deficiency (b) 
He will probably be unaware of the ways in which he is expected to act and communicate with people. 
i 
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I wonder whether there is any substitute for experience in this area, Notwithstanding this comment I feel that some graduates will handle this problem much more easily than others. Some people fit into new situations and assume the practitioner role much more readily than others. In addition many tensions or problems perceived in this area may be put down to the gap in ages and attitudes which must inevitably exist between practitioners and graduates, However, we might bear in mind the possibility of courses in negotiating and interviewing. By the use of role-plays, discussions and practical exercises a new admittee to the profession may be given more confidence and sophistication in his approach to these parts of his practice. 
Deficiency (c) 
It is likely that he will have large gaps in his knowledge of the kind of accounting solicitors are required to handle, 
Question: Do you agree? What do you feel these gaps are? 
Deficiency (d) 
He will not know very much, if anything, about the systems and procedures of registration and filing of land and court documents, 
In regard to the systems and procedures of physically registering and filing l 
documents the new employee will not be in a very different position from that of most practitioners. As you are aware, in the main centres the task of registration and filing of documents tends to be carried out by girls hired specifically for that purpose. What is required, however, is that a new employee of a law firm be aware of the implications of these systems for him as he drafts documents and decides whether, when and where to file or register : 
them. I would think it worth considering the precise nature of the implic-ations of which he should be aware and the level of understanding which should be achieved at various points in his progress . 
Deficiency ( e) 
He will not be at all good at drawing documents or writing letters. 
This deficiency ~ogether with the next are probably the two items of greatest concern to the profession. To what extent can this lack of drafting skills be remedied prior to entry to a firm? How quickly can it be remedied upon entering a firm? 
It would seem to me that the problem is accentuated by the fact that most graduates will have had no training whatsoever in drafting before entering a firm, Most people who have completed their LL.a. as full-time students will not have done any professional units prior to entry to a firm. If they have done any it is likely that they will have done taxation and evidence as these courses are more purely academic in content and therefore easier to do full-time than conveyancing or civil procedure. 
The period during which the inadequacies of a new law clerk or solicitor are greatest and most clearly on display is the first three or four months in a firm. The four deficiencies listed prior to this one will probably be causing him quite some concern and taking a reasonable amount of his concentration and effort. Add to this a complete lack of experience in, and knowledge of, drafting and it is no wonder an older experienced practit-ioner will ask whether his clerk knows anything of any practical value what-soever. How serious do you feel this problem is? In relation to this it 
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is also worth asking how rapidly a new clerk or solicitor can begin to pay his way. How might firms best strike a balance between getting some monetary return from their new employee while being heavily engaged in the task of teaching him new skills? 
Deficiency (f) 
He will not be aware of the details or implications of planning and executing a transaction in its entirety - in other words he will be somewhat lacking in his handling of the raw Material of a transaction. 
This aspect focuses on the initial confrontation with the facts and require-ments of a particular problem or transaction. It also relates to the ability to carry on and maintain the transaction in an efficient and proper manner. Both aspects emµhasise a knowledge of practical requirements. How serious is this problem? Phat is its precise nature? What are its implications? 
Deficiency (g) 
He Yill be unfamiliar with the details of the process of bringing a matter before the court , planning a case, the procedures of the Court ; initially his advocacy will be fairly undeveloped, 
We are probably in a better position than anyone else to comment on this authoritatively. Once again you might wish to reflect upon the precise nature of this problem. 
Deficiency (h) 
i 
l He will probably have forgotten or not have been confronted with a reasonable proportion of the substance and details of the law relating to many of the matters he will be called upon to deal with. 
No-one would seriously argue that a graduate should know all areas of the law and all its details, No lawyer does. I do not feel that this area represents a serious problem. The graduate who is in any way competent can find the law on a particular problem and analyse it, albeit not with the confidence and precision of an experienced practitioner. Apart from these skills of analysis and research a law student who enters the profession must have done Contracts, Torts , Criminal Law , Constitutional Law, Land Law, Equity, Commercial Law , Company Law, Family Law, and the professional subjects. In these areas he will have been taught the basic principles of the subject and the way in which these principles relate to factual problems. At first sight teaching basic principles may seem too theoretical. These important principles are not often the immediate subject matter of a specific problem a practitioner will have directly in front of him. However, these principles have shaped the subject and they make up the framework in which the specifics lie. I feel it is more important to teach the framework together with an ability to then work with the specifics than it is to simply to teach a great many specifics. However , we may wish to consider whether we feel that certain specifically practical items which are not presently taught should be added to the content of any of the degree courses, An example of this kind of thing is the suggestion that a complete file on a merger or take-over be studied by the Company Law course in the course of looking at mergers and take-overs. 
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8. I would emphasise again that the comments outlined above are not intended 
to be a comprehensive paper but merely something of a catalyst. I believe 
that we should look at them in relation to the three questions currently 
under consideration - practical legal training in broad terms, the profession-
al courses currently offered, and the seminar programme which we wish to run this year. 
E. C. WILLIAMS 
19 April 1977 
i 
l 
Date : 
Training of 
a discussion 
Wednesday , 1 June 1977, 8 . 00 p.m . 
Place : Room 701 , 7th Floor , Rankine Brown (Library ) Building, Victoria University . 
This meetine has its origins in a proposa l made last year by John Thomas as Dean of the Law Faculty to Pe ter Young , then President of the Wellin~ton District Law Society . He suggested that the profess i on and the University might co-ordinate the attention which they were both focussing on the e xt ent to which l egal education in its present form should and did eauip stud3n~s ior private practice . He proposed that a convenient starting point would be a meeting at which there mi gh t be representatives of the Law Society, the Young Lawyers Group, the practitioners wh o are teaching the professional subjects, senior students and full-time Unive r s ity staff . This proposal has now been accepted . 
There is a r e lat ed development. The Council of Legal Education at its meeting held in Apri l considered reports from two of its members on the Australian Conference on Legal Education, a letter from the Ne1·1 Zealand Law Society sett ing out proposals on practical training, and two comments on that l ette r. '11he Counci l asked the practiti~ner member and the Dean in each of the fou~ distri cts to act as joint conveners of a committee to i nvc3tigate the practical training o f lawyers and to r eport to the Council before the end of July. Obviously, thi s meeting can he~.p inform that com~ittee . (The local conveners are Hug~ Wi lli ams and me.) 
I attach brief outlines of the present courses and of the Auckland course which has, in the last two years, been substantially altered in format . 
I have asked those who teach the professional subjects to p r ovide the meeting with a description of the topics t ~2y discuss in their courses and, if they wish, an indication of any changes they would like to see made in them . 
A principal pur pose o f the meeting will be to test those descriptions against the expectati o~s of those participating in the meeting about the objective s and poss ible achievements of a professional course . Your th inking about those expectations might be assisted by the follow i ng list included by Zvan Williams, a member of ~he Faculty , in a paper which he prepared for the Young Lawy e r s Sub-Committee on Practical Legal Training and which is attached . It is a list of the defi ciencies which he saw in the typical entrant to a law firm. 
( a) He is not f amiliar with the people , the routine , the formal and informal sy"tems and rules of the particular office in~ich he works. He may not have worked in an office be fore . 
( b) He will probably be unaware of the ways in which he is expected to act and to communicate with people . 
(c) I t is likely that he will have larce gaps in his kn owledge of the kinds of accounting practitioners a r e requir~d to h andle . 
( c1 ) He wi 11 not l<now very much , j f anyth:l Df, about the sys terns and proccdurus of rcgi3tration . and filing of land and court dccumentc . 
2. 
( f ) He will not be aware of the details or implications of planning and ~xecuting a transaction in its entirety - in othe r words he will be somewhat lacking in his handling of the raw material of a transaction . 
(g ) He will be unfamiliar with the details of the process of bringin g a matt e r before the Court , planning a case, the procedures of the Co urt ; initially his advocacy will ~e fairly undeveloped . 
( h ) He will probably have forgotten or not have been confront ed with a reasonable proportion of the substance and details of the law relati ng to many of the matters he will b~ called upon to deal with . 
Several questions arise : is the list complete? Which are the most serious deficiencies? And more r e levant for us : How can the deficiencies best be dealt with? Which of them are best subject to lecture based courses? Which are b es t dealt with on the job? Which are best dealt with by seminars held a short time after ad;nissi cn? And which might be dealt v1ith in the programme of meeti~gs bet~eon senior practit i one rs and recently admitted practi tioners which the 1vellington District :Sa1·1 Society is · instituting this year? \-Jhat is the level at which the profea;Lonal cours es sh2uld be ~aught? Is their prime purpose to give graduat es some acquai~tance with the elementary tasks which they will en:;ur,te:'.'."' in ti12ir first months in a law office or is it to give a deep~~ understanding of more fundame~tal aspects of the profession8.l subjects? Wh2.t use is m2.de and can be made in all the pl aces in which practical training is given of the excellent Legal P~actice Manua l edited by Stuart Macfarlane and issued a few years ago by the Auckland District Law Society? Doesn't that Manual orovide ju~t that detailed indication of the steps to be taken (including the questions to be asked ) ~hich the r ecent entrant to the profess ion requ~res in g rappling ~ith many of his day to day tasks? 
This final set of questions should produce some suggestions about a second principal conc ern of the meeting: the ~ethods of teachin g the present prof,2. ssion2.::. subjects . So s:10;,;.ld we move away , in part, from the lecture based system? Should we attempt to introduce more tutorial g roups which woulc., for instance, provide for closer supervisi cn nf d~afting? 
K. J . Ke ith 
24 May 1977 
The . professional courses at the University of 
Auckland 
In 1976 Auckland altered the professional courses principally by 
providing for much of the teaching to be completed early in the 
year. 
This year the formal instruction is being given in two parts: 
(a) six we e ks in February and March 
(b) two weeks in May. 
The lectures in Evidence are given throughout the academic year. 
LECTURE PRACTICAL 
SUBJECT HOURS HOURS TOTAL 
Court Papers & Practice 27 10 1/2 37 1/2 
Commercial Papers & Practice 6 10 1/2 16 1/2 
Land Convey ancing Papers & 
Practice: Office Administration 29 10 1/2 39 1/2 
Wills & Trusts Practice 10 1/2 10 1/2 21 
Advocacy & Ethics 22 22 
·-------~-----
Each day there are lectures fron 8 - 9.30 a.m. and from 1 - 2p.m. 
and practical, small group classes from 5-6.30 p.m. 
In additi on , in 1976 seve n exercises were c omplete d and handed in 
between the-two sessions of instruction and five tests were sat 
after the second session. 
The Auckland De an has said of this course that it is as good as 
but not necessarily bette~ than the old. 
24 May 1977 
' VICTORIA 0NIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON 
FACULTY OF LAW 
The Professional Courses 
The Professional Examinations in Law Regulations 1966 provide for the following subjects (and prescri ptions ) additional to the requirements of our LL . B. degree : 
The Law of Civil Procedure 
The jurisdiction and procedure of the Supreme Court and the Court of App eal in civil cases , including probate and administration, but excludin g bankruptcy . The jurisdiction and procedure of the Magistrate's Court in civil cases, including the p r ocedure but not the substantive law on complaints under the Summary Proceedings Act. The principles of pleading . The drafting of document s. 
Conveyancing and Draftsmanship 
Practical conveyancing in the prescribed classes of instruments comprising the following : agreements for sale ; conditions of sale ; transfers of land and interests therein ; assignments of personalty; hire purchase agreements ; mortgages and sub - mortgages; leases; agreements for lease; sub - leases ; surrenders of lease; power of attorney; bonds ; partnership deeds ; wi lls and settlements; appointme n ts of new trustees . (Forms i:;o be of a simple and u s ual character only .) 
The Law of Evidence 
The principles of the law of ev idence in c ivil and criminal cases. 
Offi ce and Courtroom Practice 
Elementary bookkeeping and trust account procedures . The Solie: itors Audit Regulations . Office Systems . Office Management . Preparation 2nd presentation of cases before trib unals ; the basic techniques of counsel when appearing in Court . A pract i tioner ' s ethical duties towards the Court , othe r practitioners and his clients and other members of the public. 
Taxation a~d Estate Planning 
The law relating to land and income tax, gift duty, death d1..<ty and st amp duty and property speculation tax . The principles of estate planning , 111i th reference to the use of family trusts , companies and life insurance . 
The numbers of l ec tures i n each subject are as follows: 
Civil Procedure 
Conveyancing 
Evide nc e 
Offi ce and Co urtroom 
Practice 
Taxation 
52 
26 
26 
44 
52 
Each course has a number of written assignments . All, e xc ept Office and Courtroom Practice, have terms examinations and a final examination although most students in Procedure and Conveyanci11r; are granted a certificate on the basis of the satisfactory completion of the year ' s worK and do not have to s it the final examinat .ion. 
PRACTICAL LEGAL TRAINING 
MEMORANDUM FOR MEMBERS OF YOUNG LAWYERS SUB-CQ?;IMITTEE ON PRACTICAL LEGAL TRAINING 
1. The question of practical training for lawyers is currently being considered in a number of forums, The New Zealand Law Society has a Legal Education Committee which has considered this question. The Council of Legal Education will be having a meeting later this week at which it will consider a report from the New Zealand Society's Committee together with personal reports from Messrs. A,D, Holland and I.L.M. Richardson, a letter from the New Zealand Law Society and a memorandum from Professor Keith. These reports consider some of the general issues of practical legal education and focus in particular on the professional courses and their alternatives. It is unlikely that the Council will attempt to resolve the question in isolation and will probably call for discussions at the district level. Victoria University and the Wellington District Law Society anticipate holding a meeting in the near future to discuss the professional courses and practical legal training. This meeting will comprise representatives from the Law Society, the University, Young Lawyers, students and all the teachers of the professional courses. There will probably be about 4 representatives from each group. We should have more information regarding this meeting shortly. One further point worth noting is that the Law Faculty has a sub-committee on practical legal training and that the Wellington District Law Society will probably resurrect its Practical Training Committee, 
2, Kit Toogood has suggested that we hold a meeting of those of us who expressed an interest in practical training at the last Young Lawyers Committee meeting, You will recall that we decided that it would be a good idea to set up a sub-committee on this aspect. Doubtless Kit will contact you individually regarding a meeting, 
3. The purpose of this memorandum is two-fold. It is intended to, first, bring you up to date with the situation and, secondly, to outline some of the questions which I feel are relevant to the practical training debate. In doing so I am conscious that I am not currently practicing full-time and that you will be far more aware of the issues and solutions than I. Therefore this document is intended merely as a catalyst which raises questions rather than providing answers. Furthermore, I hope it will provide something of a focus for our initial discussions, 
4. One way of looking at practical legal training is to examine the professional courses, Another way is to focus our attention upon the new entrants to law firms and identify their customary defects, For our immediate purposes I believe that the latter approach will be more useful. I believe thut we may make a substantial contribution to the debate on practical training by setting forth the problems which we encountered on commencing work for a firm, the gaps in our training and the ways in which these gaps could (if they could) be rectified - either in or outside of the office. 
5. Some time ago I had occasion to draw up a list of the deficiencies which I saw in the typical entrant to a law firm. This list assumes a reasonable grasp of both the degree and professional subjects and the deficiencies mentioned are of course more serious in those who have not done any of the professional units prior to entry to a law firm. The list I arrived at last year was:-
2 
(a) He is not familiar with the people, the routine, the formal and informal systems and rules of the particular office in which he works, He may not have worked in an office before. 
(b) He will probably be unaware of the ways in which he is expected to act and to communicate with people. 
(c) It is likely that he will have large gaps in his knowledge of the kinds of accounting practitioners are required to handle. 
(d) He will not know very much, if anything, about the systems and procedures of registration and filing of land and court documents. 
(e) He will not be at all good at drawing documents or writing letters. 
(f) He will not be aware of the details or implications of planning and executing a transaction in its entirety - in other words he will be somewhat lacking in his handling of the raw material of a transaction. 
(g) He will be unfamiliar with the details of the process of bringing a matter before the Court , planning a case, the procedures of the Court ; initially his advocacy will be fairly undeveloped, 
(h) He will probably have forgotten or not have been confronted with a reasonable proportion of the substance and details of the law relating to many of the matters he will be called upon to deal ~ith, 
6, There are two things which I would ask of you in relation to this list. The first is, is it complete? The second is, what are the specific ways in which you feel these defects are manifested? In other words I feel that we should outline in lengthy detail the problems faced by a new entrant to a firm. 
7. In order to raise some of the issues I should like to outline some of my comments on these deficiencies. 
Deficiency (a) 
He is not familiar with the people, the routine, the formal and informal systems and rules of the particular office in which he works. He may not have worked in an office before, 
I believe that this problem cannot be cured in advance, However, it is crucial that firms appreciate this problem and provide their new employee with as much information, guidance and supervision as possible, This problem will relate very much to the range of tasks which the new employee is called upon to undertake. It seems to me crucial that either one or two persons are responsible for his overall supervision and management of the content and load of his work, 
Deficiency (b) 
He will probably be unaware of the ways in which he is expected to act and communicate with people. 
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I wonder whether there is any substitute for experie~ce in this area. Notwithstanding this comment I feel that some graduates will handle this problem much more easily than others. Some people fit into new situations and assume the practitioner role much more readily than others. In addition many tensions or problems perceived in this area may be put down to the gap in ages and attitudes which must inevitably exist between practitioners and graduates. However, we might bear in mind the possibility of courses in negotiating and interviewing. By the use of role-plays, discussions and practical exercises a new admittee to the profession may be given more confidence and sophistication in his approach to these parts of his practice. 
Deficiency (c) 
It is likely that he will have large gaps in his knowledge of the kind of accounting solicitors are required to handle. 
Question: Do you agree? What do you feel these gaps are? 
Deficiency (d) 
He will not know very much, if anything, about the systems and procedures of registration and filing of land and court documents. 
In regard to the systems and procedures of physically registering and filing documents the new employee will not be in a very different position from that of most practitioners. As you are aware, in the main centres the task of registration and filing of documents tends to be carried out by girls hired specifically for that purpose. What is required, however, is that a new employee of a law firm be aware of the implications of these systems for him as he drafts documents and decides whether, when and where to file or register 
them. I would think it worth considering the precise nature of the implic-ations of which he should be aware and the level of understanding which should be achieved at various points in his progress . 
~iciency (e) 
He will not be at all good at drawing documents or writing letters. 
This deficiency together with the next are probably the two items of greatest concern to the profession, To what extent can this lack of drafting skills be remedied prior to entry to a firm? How quickly can it be remedied upon entering a firm? 
It would seem to me that the problem is accentuated by the fact that most graduates will have had no training whatsoever in drafting before entering a firm. Most people who have completed their LL.3. as full-time students will not have done any professional units prior to entry to a firm. If they have done any it is likely that they will have done taxation and evidence as these courses are more purely academic in content and therefore easier to do full-time than conveyancing or civil procedure. 
The period during which the inadequacies of a new law clerk or solicitor are greatest and most clearly on display is the first three or four months in a firm. The four deficiencies listed prior to this one will probably be causing him quite some concern and taking a reasonable amount of his concentration and effort. Add to this a complete lack of experience in, and knowledge of, drafting and it is no wonder an older experienced practit-ioner will ask whether his clerk knows anything of any practical value what-soever. How serious do you feel this problem is? In relation to this it 
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is also worth asking how rapidly a new clerk or solicitor can begin to pay his way. How might firms best strike a balance between getting some monetary return from their new employee while being heavily engaged in the task of teaching him new skills? 
Deficiency (f) 
He will not be aware of the details or implications of planning and executing a transaction in its entirety - in other words he will be somewhat lacking in his handling of the raw Material of a transaction. 
This aspect focuses on the initial confrontation with the facts and require-ments of a particular problem or transaction. It also relates to the ability to carry on and maintain the transaction in an efficient and proper manner. Both aspects emµhasise a knowledge of practical requirements. How serious is this problem? Phat is its precise nature? What are its implications? 
Deficiency (g) 
He will be unfamiliar with the details of the process of bringing a matter before the court, planning a case, the procedures of the Court; initially his advocacy will be fairly undeveloped. 
We are probably in a better position than anyone else to comment on this authoritatively. Once again you might wish to reflect upon the precise nature of this problem. 
Deficiency (h) 
He will probably have forgotten or not have been confronted with a reasonable proportion of the substance and details of the law relating to many of the matters he will be called upon to deal with. 
No-one would seriously argue that a graduate should know all areas of the law and all its details. No lawyer does. I do not feel that this area represents a serious problem. The graduate who is in any way competent can find the law on a particular problem and analyse it, albeit not with the confidence and precision of an experienced practitioner. Apart from these skills of analysis and research a law student who enters the profession must have done Contracts, Torts, Criminal Law, Constitutional Law, Land Law, Equity, Commercial Law, Company Law, Family Law, and the professional subjects. In these areas he will have been taught the basic principles of the subject and the way in which these principles relate to factual problems. At first sight teaching basic principles may seem too theoretical. These important principles are not often the immediate subject matter of a specific problem a practitioner will have directly in front of him. However, these principles have shaped the subject and they make up the framework in which the specifics lie. I feel it is more important to teach the framework together with an ability to then work with the specifics than it is to simply to teach a great many specifics. However, we may wish to consider whether we feel that certain specifically practical items which are not presently taught should be added to the content of any of the degree courses. An example of this kind of thing is the suggestion that a complete file on a merger or take-over be studied by the Company Law course in the course of looking at mergers and take-overs. 
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8. I would emphasise again that the comments outlined above are not intended 
to be a comprehensive paper but merely something of a catalyst. I believe 
that we should look at them in relation to the three questions currently 
under consideration - practical legal training in broad terms, the profession-
al courses currently offered, and the seminar programme which we wish to run this year. 
E. C. WILLIAMS 
19 April 1977 
Once again the suoject of practical legal tra:inint; has reared its hosry 
head and i.3 cu..rI\-'ntl.y be:inJ; '..1,=iJG.t:tld in a nu.::bc:r of foru11S \rlth a view to 
detenrd.nil1~ its present state and future prospects . Unfortun ately !,Dny 
discussio:13 of t::-iis to:i)j_c cor·prj_[.;e little Ii.c>re than vague articulations of a 
general f'e:elins tr1::.t sur:..ething is vrI'0!1£; . It is regrettable that He often do 
not apply tr:,e sa.c ricour of nnalysis to our ovm proble1.1S as we do to those of 
our clients . It in LY bellef thot the initial focal point for any such 
discussion 1;·ll..1Dt lie in t:ne specific pror;lcITlS which arc t o be remedi~d. r_f"nerefore 
this article r2prc:..,2nts an Lttc . .-pt to idenlii'y t~le E;pccific probl2r,is which 
practical le:.:;al tr2._i..:Li.rif; is 2.ir.ed [it solvinc . A flrcther aim is to put foruanl 
soue tci t~tive vie1::s on the ways in \.fflic~1 th~se probler..s r.1:i.gJ'lt be re1~..2died . 
hm1ever bl:fure J.oi11L so I vrish to L1r·i0fly ex.sid.ne t;,e deb2.te over _;,,ractical 
training ln a 1,Dre genera.l way, and to SLI.e;Lest ti'1:it brolli.1 historical frtctors 
should not be alloHed to ob3Cill\.; tr;e real issues or to unduly colour our view 
of the tr'ue nature of the ansHers to the probler:1 posec'l . 
Ther'0 apps·ars t o be a feeling that is said t o be stron[~er today than 
in the past that entra.nts to law fin;is are not properly trained . One rnle,ht 
therefore a3k why this feeling mi[:,l1t be stronger . I wish t o SUu-;est t hat t}1ere 
are t\10 pri; ·ar-; reasons why "this uay be the case . 
T11e first is tl1.a.t there t;er,erally exists a good deal of conf'.rnlon about 
the best HD..Y in which to t rain people f or vocs.tions , the tv,o rKtl!-1 options being 
"on the joo 11 trEti.nins and &pa.rate institutionalised training . 'l'hus we see 
nurses nov1 seeJr...:ing to learn nursing in IJOlytechnics rather than hospitals~ 
teachers learning how to teach a'.·!By from schools , and many other vocations 
movin8 tm1ards tid.a rethcxl of tr·aird.11g. however tikre ar-e ~r.a.Y\y who argue 
forcibly tl1at only a very lii.ii.t ecl ar~unt can be c.chieved by such n:oves ; 
that practical skills arc very difficult to teach away f'rom the job ; that a 
mre valuable method of vocational train1n6 is one which talces place within 
the actual e;nviro111,,21-:..t of the work pl ace itsel f and that it i s difficult to 
tran::-;for r.ia.ny skills out of the i nsti.tution it1 which they are t aught into the 
environTIEnt in which they are to be exercised . Indeed recent evic:ence eY.ists 
Which tends to show t1nt tile transfer of profe::sion&l skills out of a contrived 
learning situation into ti'!e recl professional context is very much r.·0re 
difficult th~-;n 0..J.s !Jeen [,-cnero.lly acil1itted in the past •1 However a ceneral 
educatiori3.l debate is beJonJ the nr..Jit anJ cor:-pet ence of this article. 'ire 
pr.il.1ary ; 10int i.s tru.tt in c1 til~.2 wb~11 the 1-ie is £,eneral uncertainty over r.,ethods 
of j ob trai..1ii1{_; thcr..:J l s likely to be v<:~f:tter q_:.iestioninc by lm1yers of' their '- . , t • . . . paY'vJ.Clli['<J'' :l'i..JJ i.lEi:._~ . Accon.li11sly it i;J a l s o lH:cl:r that t ~1::re will be r:ore 
doul.it about the product oi' th..:.s tr·clinin;_:; -· in CLU' case tl:~ 1~ v1 V"'cluLBte - and 
about t he role of a f-lr~.1 in trai. 1.il ig l~,1 for practice. 
A second Pe:anou \~:w th0re 1.1ir;J1t riow t-e a. stron6er f eelb.g that a la-.,.,, 
g1:1aduate 1s not ai..ie.:1u.:i.tely equi1~r.,cu vnth prL.Ctical s.v..ills is .r..intoriC3.L For 
finai1r;ial or other reasons fc\:er lu~·, stude~ts co:.:vlete their dep;rees p8.rt--tin1e 
ar1d the tad.ci~"lo la~v:;er nrn·r enters an o1!'icc at 2. m... eh l ater sta0-e of his 
pr0fes.3ional train:i.!16 . (It is wortb notin.:; in p2.csi.11g that t :1e co:,1:,on idea 
tlnt th:i.3 is clu.1;; tc a li:iiversitJ policy to:,:2.r:1::; fvll-t ili.c stt:ri.y thro;1i;:.out the 
d1.:2,ree is nc,t ccrrect. ) ::.:i!re 
when th.::y f:Lr-·;.;t join a flr;;i. 
even hcJ.Ci, or nearly l1olu, Jr&(!ti 3b3 c·:>2·tific:1tes 
~~e. :Jot sur1,risi!lOY gradu.:,.tes eXi.>ect f".C,iieKhat 
f;JOre interesting &.lld responsible Hor~· tria.11 the p:ir-c-ti.-:1~ cl.::rlc of the µ:...Gt . 
~·hey al;:;o ex;.:::ct r::ucl1 bi . ..,,.~r re1,n .. n1erd~i~~ 011 t he other lkmd it is no lcGs 
surprising ti.3.t a 1&·1 fin:. expects r;-nre these zrore exr.::ensive r;raduatc.s than 
it dici. of .va1·t.-ti1,~ clerks . On a qu211titati ve level at lea:,t a f :i.J."';n obtains 
a full-ti..e er,ployee . r owever H i s al1~.0st certcun that on ent erir..6 a firr.: a 
grad.ua.t.e i s r;o uore prc1ctl.cally sl:.illed t han a part-ti,;;c clerk Has when he 
entered a firr.1 ·- particu.laI'ly in rcl,·1tion to tre 1d.nd of tasks ~ie is c:1.lled upon 
to unJertake in t he first few 1 :vnth3 of l::!f:.plo:-,7::cnt . It should be o'o3crvc>d here 
that t liis l ast point does not call J11to question t he overall col:1;:ie t enc"= and 
ability of a graduate . It is confin...:a ~o tne question of 1irac:tical f! . .:ilJ..s, 
and i.r, particul.J.C lhe .;!. c:'.C;£ of 9rc.i.cticcll sL::Llls needed in the firs t f eH JiiOntl1s of 
lvl ~ , • u.- ,,ionang cJ.reer. '11:: tL~ v.r-2poaitior1 I -;:i::;:i1 to cb.:1ller1Ge is t}1e one ·,:ticl1 says 
that 1tiecaus2 trJ.duates l k':Ve spcnt four ys-ar·s at universlty they sho~ld be r:ore 
prn.cticn.lly sldlleJ th2.."1 p::..r·t-ti.L.e cl2r~:r; v1cre u.rid the.;.1ef'o1'e better &t do.ing: the 
sanl2 ldr,d of caweyancini£ 2.i.1d debt-collectinr; that those clerl·~s die.; bocause 
thc;y're not. t ~1crc j_s no1 ; u p1"0rlc .. 1 (-..·,r)ic:1 did not exist Lefore)and it should 
be solved prior· to entry to a fin,: . 11 
1. irr·e::;yris c. 11 '.?l:eorlc ::; of Act ic>n t hat Llllibit Irnli.vi1:::.1.ru l ccu11il1tt J\!:erican P~yc}.olo~_:.tr.;t (l './lv ) V,)lwr.e 31 p. 6Jo . 
3. 
T.r1us I susgest th'.lt any :tncrease in doubts about the practical ability of a new entra..'1.t to a la-,,.,, finu o•;:cs it3 existence rnore to external historical factors tlw.n :Lt does to ti,e interr1al content of the trainirig of that person . 'l'hese 
hisccrical factors tend to di;:;credit tte proposition that th1:rc Must be a 
iJrobler;; because eve1•yone sJ..'/ 3 tLere is . 
shou.ld tht·ow up our h211cls &"ld \!allc 2..\li:.1Y. 
Lo1,\·ever triat is not to say that we 
?!or should i ·ie I'efus0 to exar:1ir1e the course::; offered Gy t::z.--: UY1iv0rr;itie.3 to sec 1:l ether they r.dfj'i'c be ir:proved . 
Dut r:ii~;ht practitionm·s not alGo look to ther:iselves and their m,111 houses and 
put tiieJ1 .in oruer too"? In do:i..r1G so we r.1ust att %pt to identify as clearly 
and precisc1y ::rn rossible the probleir.:3 thc ... t exist for the solvin;; . 
It will doubtless :!'-,a.ve be-::orne appn.rcr:t that U1e lJarticular area which I 
wish to focus upon is the level of practical expertise of new entrants to law 
firnl3 and the transitional probleL:S posed by their entry to the actual practice 
of law. Assud.116 a r-easonable grasp of t112ir desree courses to~;ethcr with all , or sor:c, or no:rn: of tl12ir r.:rofcssi0nal wu.ts these 0r2.duates cari be expected to 
have tn2 follm1lng deficiencies:-
1. r.i:11ey are not fc.:u .d.liar with the people., the routin8 , th<; for;:El and the 
inform.1.l syste,-:-s ;:md rules of the particular office in which they work . 
'll1el may not have i·:orked in &'1 office before . 
2. They idll probt.1bly be tma~mre of ttc Hays in which tr;ey arc expected to 
act and to cou.;unic::ite with iieOfJle. 
3. It is lHcely that they Hill ha.Ve large gaps in their knowledge of the 
kin:is of accounti:1g ;:ir ~.ctitioners are required to handle . 
4. 'I'l:18y vJill not kno•.-r very 11u.ch, if ariythmc, about the systenD and procedures 
of registration and fil:L:10 o.t' land anJ court docw:ients . 
5. 'l'hey will not be at all c;ooct at c.ra,li.nc; 11oc1.EJS-nts or writ.:1.n6 letters . 
6. r.rhey \\Till not be m,are of the details or ir:plications of planning and 
executir1g a transaction in its entirety - m other words trey will be 
s01~v1hat lacking i..11 their h&ndlini; of the raw material of a trans2ction . 
7, 'i1hey will be ur1fa.1:L111o.r H:lth tbe details of the process of' brine~i11g a 
matter befo1ie the cotn·t > plrumi11g a. case, the procedures of the court; 
initially their ndvocacy wi.11 be fa.L:ly undeveloped . 
8. r111cy will probaGly i iav e forgotten or not have been con.fronted ·with a 
rea3onable proportion of the s ubstance and de t a iJ s of the l aw relating to 
ia:::ny of tLe r~..s.tters t tiey wi11 be called upon to deal with. 
11'0 exp311d upon these points:--
1. Th2y are not ro..::dliar \:ith the people, t he routine , the f'on.ru c111d the 
infon,al syst2r.~ 2.nd nlle::.; of the particula.r office in K,lic:1 th2y v,or;.c. 'T'hey 
nay not h2.ve worked in a.ri office before . S0J1t.; J!:ay seem ov8rconfident. 
Others may be too ti.;.ti.ci . All will be ill at ease . 
I believe th2..t thin prolJle:::-i ca.'1.i.'1.0t be cured in adva.nce . Eo'i'.GVer it iG 
crucial t riat fir '!T:s appreciat e thi.s problem and provide t reir new e1;-ployees \·.ith 
as r;.ucll i n.fori:iation , t,uic"i.r...;1cc o.nd. su;;c:cvision a s possible. Jew e;,.ploye2s 
espccic.:.lly need a particular µe.r~on whu.1 th:~y know they can turTI to for 
e;uidw1cc: m,d ,_ssistc:rice . :-i:t s::•e::i:s to be crucial t hat either one or tvro persons 
a.re 11esr:cr:si ble fol' the overall supervisi on a11ci nari3.6'81,ent of tb2 co11terit and 
load of new o;·,:ploy~c;:; ' ;:orx. 
2. ':hey T,:ill .r.,rob2.bly be unei.warc o~· tt.e ways in wcich they ru~ expected to 
act and to cc'l,uunica.te \ 1.i.tri pe ople . 
'lhere are good &'l'Ounds for believinc that this is a sir_.:nifi•:!ant question . 
l.ntry to a :2.1:1 fin:1 1r:vol ve::; a person :111 a wide ar~d co:iiplicated set of r 2lation-
sllips . Th.ts set of relationships i s rea:.::.onably hierc.1rchical a>1d .i11volv.2s a 
wide nur:l!Jer of rersons j_nclv1.ling partners , firm's solicitors, other solicito:;:,s, 
clien'cs, 1,JD.gistrc'..tcs nnj ji,;.~_:es, court ::::t2.ff 2nd others . In p2.rticu.l2.r new 
eq_)loy~c::; J.o not }r.m: wl:ere ;_x:ople fit in ox1d o.re u;1s;..:re a.tcut tne \.ny in 
which t hey arc suppose<l to r e l ate to the;1 . A central proble1:1 is that of their 
rel ationship with tl:lt=ir clients . 
011e \tonc:ers 'dl1et}icr there is 21y sub: :;titute for exper is·r1ce i n this area . 
However not ,.r:LttJstrn;.cling this cor;-ri.ent it cm1 t:e sai d that sorr;c c;r-2.dtntcs will 
bancile t h.i.G problor.~ r:t .. C!1 r.ure easily thct!1 oti.12rs . Some peo9lc fit :u ,.to n8w 
situa.tions anr.1 ,:>.ssuu2 the practitioi112r rolL· nuch f!lore readily th8.".1 other:::: . In 
addit:i.on 1.1r.my ten~io:-is or problemr; perceived in this c::rea r:ay be put clmm to 
the [Yip in ac,-es and attitudes v:hich DiUSt inevitably exlst bch!cen practitioner3 
5. 
D?.spite t be gen2ra.1 conclusion that t his deficiency car1i"1ot be rerredied -b-., \ t-out side of tl1e office situation one aspect mir.,ht be cured in part by 
external training .is the lack of net:0tiating and interviewinf; skills . Ey the 
use of role plays, discussions 3nd pr::~cticcl exercises graduates 1:.ay be r;iven 
norc confid.ence and sophistication in their approach to these parts of their 
practiGes . 'i'ney wculd rove conducted a few 1n-:;erviews and ne[s()tiation sessior:s 
(albeit in sirt:ulation) BJ d 1T.:1.y be r:10re awa.I"B of the undercurrents and col-:-1plexities 
inherent :ix1 these situations toc::;ether vdth the techniques they 1nny bring t o 2 bear on thrn:i . 
3. It is lil(ely that they w:Ul have large gaps in their 1mm1ledge of the 
k:i.l1ds of ~:r.ccou:-1t:L.'1g practitior-iers are required t o t..andle . 
There i s so;;;e feeling tr.at ~s 1-iell as an ability to cope riith the firm ' s 
mm accOl.rriting sy&ter,i Uie n:.;w practitio1 er ni;?cds a lmo-riledg,e of a.::!counting 
principles . One difficulty jn te2.chinf; firm accounting outside of a firm is 
that the outward. appearance of these syster,IB Vill'ies quite 1;arkedly fraa firm to 
finn. Howeve~· ti1ere is little doub'; that it is possi ble to teach eler:.entary 
principles of book keeping and trust accour.t procedures by a course such as 
the Office b.l:Ki. Cour·troom practice course . It should also be possible to 
fa.lliliarise students with the solicitors ' audit regulations and rr.2~rn certain 
general obscrvo.tic,r:s n.bout uffice s:n,,ter.s . Unfortt..."1ately I find t:"1s.t I cannot 
avoid cor:~:cntin; that the only Office anJ Ccurtroor:i Prac~ice course of which I 
have personal knowledge does not 2.ppem' to succeed i.'1 this re[;IT'd . h~ile bee.ring 
/ in rai1Ki the ob3crvc1.tion tl-:.nt we should not expect too r,lllch from such a cour:::e 
it is probCt.ole that close ~cruti.'1y of the forr.at of these courses Hou.ld be 
worthuhile . F\rr·tl-:.en;-ore it should be even r:Dre p8ssible to provide a fairly 
gocxi introouction to g,eneral accOLmtin.6 principles and procedl.:res. One might I ~ cJ CO"- C' C c.> ·--- .,-. -+---::J ? ,r' ...-, r , f ~ observe that it is probably ar,propriate that be taug.~t by a 
full-tine accountancy lecturer . 
2. See for .instance the discussion of special training in intervic·,Jinc; by A. JVJc . B. 'tanton .in [1969] 1~ . Z.L.J. <;° i4 
6. 
li. They uil n.ot kr10h' very 1:J.Ucl1 if a.nythino, about the sy0tems and procedures 
of reg.:l.i'>tration and filin6 of land and court dccu.'T.ents. 
In reGcU\1 to the sy:;ter:-iS and proccdUr2s of physicaly registering and 
filing docun~nts the nEfrJ eLq)loyee v1il not be in a very different position 
f'ror.i t1:iat of r;t0st practitior,ers. In a great number of finTIB the tas1c of 
r egistration 2.nd filil1c: of docu."!1.~nts is not;, carried out by E;irls hired 
specificaly for t:t-.:at pt~o:;c. Ver; few p,:-,ir,cip['J.s or solicitors v:ithin 
fin,;=\-.Jould 1':now which counters or roo,·.-:s to 60 to in the umd Tr·a.'1sfcr Office 
or which f017..s s.nd abstrc:.cts to atach to docu;-:-ents. ]).')ubtlcss we vtould al 
agr•ee that this does not represent a problcD. \Jhc:.t is required, ho~·1evcr, 
is that ne w er,ployces be m;are of th-:: ir:rplic2.ticns of this s:,,ste.G1 for the.r-:i as 
they drcift c":ocur:rmts ru1-:l dccid<2 whether, when nr.d ,·1here to file and register 
ther.. One :,i;ht conclu' c that tr.cse iI:;plicatior,s are neither la.r'r,-:e in number 
nor· terribly difficLilt and that in ar1y case this ability is only acqui.""'ed by 
actual r.,crfor: . ance of the task of cor:unr; to grip:; with these implications as 
one J.rai'ts 2nd resisters docli:ents. 
5. '.i"hey wil not be at al tsOOd at Jrauilig docu;-;ients or w.riting leters. 
'11ius uef'"lciency tocetler with the next are probatJly the two iter.:s of 
Q"e2.t ent concern. ':.1a i1 hat e.i."tent can this l~ck of dr2.f'ting skils be re.r.ed.ied i---Jef'ore ent1•y to a fil•11i or in a learning situation outside the fL·,·n? Eow 
qu1c1J.y cnn it be rer;.ediea within a firiu'? 
It would see;n to me that ~~ problem is accentuated by the f~ct tlnt r.-.ost 
graduates i1il have had no trdi"'15.ng \"lhatsoe\·er in drafting before e~'lterlng a 
fhn. ;'iost wil start their first job in the sam; ye~ they & .. e-caking the 
prof'essio;_:a l cour·scB, Convcyancy:1.ng and .Draftsr.!3nship -Ji. Civil Proceclure at 
University. 
The perioa during which the inadequacies of a new law clerk or solicitor· 
are greatest a11d wost clearly on display is the first three or four 1nonths in 
a firm. 'J:he four de.riclencies listed prior to this one wil probably be 
cat...,:Ll¥.:; hirH quite SCJL~ concern and takinr; a reasonable ar1iotmt of hi.;:; concen--
t mtion and effort. ,'\dd to this a corplete l ack of experience in, and lmowledge 
of, draft:1J12: and it is no v:cnder an oldc1• experienced practitioner ·wil ask 
whether hls clerk h.:1s been taUGl"1t 21ythirl8 of' use, or nnything at .:il while at 
university. Is the practitio11er ric;ht to o.rrive at a nee;ative con&lusion? 
.. 
As a e;eneral propositio~ it is demonstrably false but in recard to the specific 
skill of ctrarting documents a.:1d letters it is indeed correct. It is 
W1fortunate thJ.t tr:is sped fie ccoplaint is often broadened into a generalised 
statci.:ent tl10.t not very m.1ch of practical valu'= is tau2,ht ,rt.thin the law course. 
There J.'e11ai11s thi:: substance of the question concerning the extent to which 
draftin~ sidlls can re l"ei,edl eC:. i:.,rior to cr,try to a fir;n . I would contend that 
a reasonable mmunt of the sldll of drafting can be taugl1t out side a lau 
fin!l - but not without the .::wtual irdoinr{ of the drafting by ti1ose being t&1£,:ht . 
It is Hidel:1 rccooli.3cci that pr·actic3.l ex .. pericnce is tlie priJ':lli'Y tutor of the 
skills o.f' c1.rafting . It is therefore lor:::.co .. 1 to advocate a lu.['J1er elcn::nt of 
the 11 dci11f{ of drlli'ti111; in tl10 Ccnvc:;ar~c.in.i; courss::, than presently exists . 
Ho\'lever or:e con0tl'aint on such a prob;r'a:.:r.:.':} is th::.t of tin) a..1·1 resources . 
Convcyar.cing is ou::: one of ~he vrcfc.s::.icr:.::-Ll units . f, t::ua>1c~ of er:.ph::Dis 
m.1st ti'1er•2fore be 2.J.""'rived at . In a.dci.itio:·, ·,vhiL~ U1e Universities ;iay ·,·tish to 
hire practitioner.:.. or otner part-t.iJ;e teachers to tal-.:e tutorials in drafting 
it is wortl1 ask.ii~ i~w 1 ,1.'lY tutorial :1ours are needec1 to brin1.~ a student u;i 
to a siJ1ific,mtly Letter l evcL 1\ liozen tutorial hours will not prov~L..i.e a 
volu:r.e of exp~.=.rience coVipn.rabJ.e with that which even tl:.e first few weeks in 
a lm1 ©'£f'icc 1a~;;11t prov::.uc . Another l~Li..t::.tion 0:1 the extent tc which dr.:1.fting 
can be tEJ.;;,sht is th;: Lt of the si'cu.ation in 1.,1J.c:1 ~t 13 taue-l')t . I believe ti at 
a graduate ·, iill ol'jn:::; r.Drc care, attentio:1 and effort to bear on a re,11 d.ocu::-ient 
or ~cttcr t ll.an on an exercise . Ee v1ill l.l!1d0rtarce the t2,s:c of ir'.proviri[; his 
skills of draftsn:ansb.ip far nore diligentl y in a real. situation tban in a 
sirrulated setting. 
Tnercfore my conclusion is that the i nports11t sh.ills of d....,..,aftinE ca'1 b-e 
t~::ht to R certajn extent by separate institutiona.11::;ea traininc tut or1ly to 
a w::ry 1:1.r::Jt,~d extent . One is thua forceJ to the c011clu.sion that not V,=ry r;u0h 
should be expected of the uraftini; skill n of a new entrnnt to a. fir,a . 
8. 
6. 'l'l1ey will not be aware o.f the details or .il:plications of plmm:ing and 
executing a transaction in its entirety - 1n other words they will be 
sorrewhat lacking in their handling of the r:iw material of a traYJsaction. 
This aspect focusses on the -lnitin.l confrontation with the facts a..'1d 
requircr;cnts of a particu.lar problem or transaction. It al;:;o relates to th0 
abiJity to ccrry on and :r;1r-dntain the tra."1s2.ctio:1. in ar. efficient and proper 
mar_11er . Ebth aspects errphasiGe a knowled~e of practical rcquire,:Ents. 'I~1ese 
requirertBnts are partly Sffit.""">ed by theory and partly by the situation in which 
tbe transaction is being conducted. I would SlliECSt that only a liriiteu 
proportion of the situ:1tional req'1irc::E.nts ca""! be tau;~ht outsJde the context 
of tl:'.e actual worl( situation. Eov:ever a tool such a3 the leeal practice 
manual edited by S. iVla.cFarlane a.YJ.d issued by the Auckland Itlstrj_ct Law Society 
can :kpD.rt a sig-ii.fic&.nt level of :ir.forr:-..at.ion about tte environinent within 
which a le2;al problem exis1;s and tr.e steps tiut i,-:u.;1t l.<e t2:.:•:cr. to caI'ry the 
problem through to its solution . 
7. 'Ihey will be unfc?Jili.liar with the details of the process of brin;;_L'1g a 
matter before the court; planning a case, the procedures of the court; 
initially their advocacy will be undevelo;)ed. 
Much the sarre conrr.ent cnn be r:-adc about tL.is deficiency as Kas r:ade 
about the 1.cJ.st ~e . Burtr.crr10re > the sa;-;.e type of solution appears o.~,propriate. 
An cxw,iple of a.noth2I' way of atter.;_')t:inc; to solve thi:::, problem is an integrated 
litication cou...~e which uses fG.irly si!.1;:ile but ca,plete fil~s as precedents 
for exercises which students underto.ke in sinulation. 
8. 'I'hey wtll probably have for got ten or not h:.'lve been confronted wi tl1 a 
reasonabl2 provortion of the substance and details of the law relatine to 
ffi'.my of' the matters they c.:i..11 t -2 callc-d upon to deal ,rith. 
No-one would seriously argue t~ut a gradU.'..lte should know cll areas of the 
law and all its details. lJo lawyer docs. I do not feel thRt this area 
represents a serious problem. The r;raduate who is in any way cowpete.nt can fjnd 
the law on a pcl.rticular problem and analyse it, albeit not vn.th the confidence 
and precision of m1 e.x:pcricmced practitioner . Apart from the skills 01 
analysis and rese&rch a law student who enters the profession must: have uone 
contrac1:;, 'J.'ort3, Crir,u.nal Law , Constitutional I.aw, Land Lc.J.H, [,quity, Comrrercial 
Law, C:or;,pany L:::tw, Pamily .La.w, Office und Gourtroom Pr·actice, Conveyancir1g and 
l).caftc1:w1sllip, Civil 1:-1:-ocedure , 'l'a..~ation and r::state iilanning ar:.<i the Law of 
Evid.ei,cc. 111 tl'iese a.reas he wiJ.l liavr:: bt}en tau,:ht the basic p..:'inciplcs of the 
subject a..-id the way in ·which these pr:i.ncir;les rela t e to factual problems . At 
first s it,)1t te2.cnirn:; tJsic principles r:n.y seem too theoretical. 'l'hesc W{JOrtant 
principles r.re not of'tcn the i.r!J'Ce:liate subject natter of a specific problem a 
practition1.:r will l1a.ve directly in front of' h:11:i. Em-;ever tl-,e:sc pr:!nci pl es 
have s;up('Ct t.te oU~Jj eet m1d. t:1ey H:ul~e up the frarrevJork 1n Hhich t Le specifics 
lie . 'iherefore I an of the o~in.ion t hat it is rrore 1:.ipOrtunt to t each the 
to sir.ply teach a f..."reat 1·irny sp<::!ci:J:j_cs. 'l'hat is !'lot to say t:'l.'.:1t t:-ic specifics 
of subjects or:: r;s':; tQ1J,.)1t . but ~rj::.r-..ry e1.;h:=1::,i s lies with 
the fr.::u;t:,Hcrk of t he sub.ject ::~d it::; w.sic principles. 
'l'i1e fE:eling of a :;;-.ee'ting t,clci reccacl:,· in Hclling;ton cor.,;-_.ris1I:g represcr::.t -
only thr,?e or, u.t ,.Dst, four of the deficiencies lL~ted above could be tackled 
outsi dl! of t ht.:! context of a finri. It a1)1.ieai"ed t l:.a.t t he conSE:ri.sus i1as that only 
deficiencJes 3 (relating to account? '.:; (tlx, drafting of docUi,::.:nts ma l etters ) 
ana 7 (t}1e precess of Lr:i.r1gi ng a case to cow:t ) coi.:..ld l ,e ta14J1t i n a cb.ssroor,1 
situation. E,nm in rcl,'ltion to U·,ese th.r2e de fic iencies it appeared cle::i.r t hat Cnl_j 
the p:::-,e,b le,1i cou..ld , be sol ve::i ,\to a very lir.ii. tcd extent . 
Conclusicn 
7lius my conclu3ion is tlki.t t he Lleficicnci es in a e;ro.duate and the current 
iretho.:.s of i nctituticndi3ed pr actical train.ing do not constitute a serious 
probli::rn. 0,.-, , a3 ctl12rs pref .:-r , t hey do rc:,;re::.ent a serious t:,robler.1 but t here is 
very little \,:uch ..;an bt~ clone; about it. 
'1herefore fir-Ll3 l'ave t o eX'~cct that n~w l aw clerks, whether graduate or 
unde1\:,rnuuat.;c will taci-: µractical skills nnJ 11 :.::avvy" . In t his area. thcl'c is 
no suu:.;titute for experience . 'l'rairLinc; of whatever kind can ease th:: tronsit.':..on 
from Univercity to 2. lav,.r office but t he r,ajor part of the problem c&1 be o, lj 
sol Ve.JA bJ cxp-::rici.ce . 
One mic;ht well ::i.sk whHt kind of tra.inin[; will best c:1se the transition. 
Obviously the profes[;iona.l courses in. the Universities can hel p . f:.ear.ing in 
mind the fact that the p1•ofcssional coLu."scs constitute a professional qualification 
vrlth ailas b2yond. the trcinsitional period , the courses in wbich practical skills 
are taU[1,t1~ should be exoriliv.:d to isolate tl e f>pc?ciflc ways .in wtLLch these mey 
b.J of .u10rc > or 1.1ore 111.i!T.edi&.te., assista1ce to a .g-aduate . enter:L.'1G practice . 
/mother v:ay in ,...-hi.eh tLe transition 1.:ight be eased liea in the use of p1·actico.l 
worksnops tailo::'ed to a specific area of practical concern. These courses are 
Ji;Ore readily understood and better received if they are GL ven &Ster a student 
has entered an office a.nu h.::..s had to actually grapple with tLe proble;-iS t2.cklcd 
in such wori--_shops . 'Ihe fact t hc..t these courses can be r'.l.'1 successfully in 
i'Jew Zealnno is establi.six~d by the efTecti ve running of just such pro2,rai,-mes by 
Your,£; LB.izycrs I Group:::; . 
Em.ever tho prjJr.ar·y w:J.y in i-1ld.c:1 to ease the trari.sition is by su.tisfactor:,r 
"on-the--job'' trEd.nin6 and supervision . If riy outJ.ine of tlle problcns Emd the 
COIQT.Cnts on t1;.e1:1 is capable of b0ing ag'eed with then the only sif{lificant 1,ieans 
of easjn.;:: t:-ie tra.113ition lles with:i.11 offi ces . Different fLr'J."iS have ciff"::rent 
approaches to ilon-the-job11 trainii1g and the ~Jew Zealand L-'.lll Soci ety or the 
District .Societies L.if,nt play a si~_.;1ificn:1t p2.rt in iI:provinc; this trcUriing 
by drawins tocoetncr the collective experience of tbe profession on t:his aspect 
and assistir~; :11:icLivio.v.al firr:>.s to i~r1d new ,md better ways of tra:L--:inr.; their 
nei', er,vlo:,·ees . 
Several areas of responsibil ity have been identified. The Law 3ociety and 
the l1niversities both have a responsibility A but the pri11e responsibility rest.3 
upon the indi v-lt-.:.'..:a.l pra.ctionel' . In a.cce;)tjr1g institutional respcrn,ibi1ity 
for this r.iatter tnc Un; Society sh01.,;_ld ensu~e tlnt it docs r.ot tr.iercby absol Ye 
indi v.L:ual practiorn::1·s fro..i t heir res.i.jonsi"!'Jility . In &'1 aE.,-e of i..'1.cro2.:J in;:;Ly 
total abcdcation to in:::;titutional solutions to problems \'le should resist the 
ftc.e{ e ter,;ptation of assuming that solutions are the be:.:;t ones £md reco61is e 
in~tead the true nature of the problcr.1 and its solution. 
E. C. Hillian.s 
Junior I..r2ctwer 
(Barrister· of' the Sup 'er.e Court 
oi' iiew Zeal and ) 
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The major aim of this paper is to attempt to put the question of practical legal training into its proper perspective. A thorough consideration of the topic must begin with an examination of the aims of such training. We must therefore look at the mischief practical training tries to remedy. Thus we look at the object of the training -the up and coming student lawyer. 
Navel-gazing is a task that is all too easy to indulge in. But critical, honest, broadly based navel-gazing is very difficult indeed. But isn 1 t that precisely what is needed if we are to examine our own problems, deficiencies and training? The critical point of assessment of our practical abilities usuall}' comes when we first enter the practice of law. Before then we are assessed in a controlled environ-ment, on organised material. After a year or two in practise we are not subject to such direct and close scrutiny and supervision as is imposed by most firms on their new clerks. In any case after a year or two in practice most practitioners will have a niche which t~ can organise and control, and which suits their taste and ability. When examining our abilities and short-comings as law clerks and recent graduates we should ensure that our navel-gazing is as accurate as possible; that we have an opinion of our professional abilities that is neither too high nor too low ; that a consider ed judgment is made in the light of a knowledge of our own abilities and shortcomings viewed against, and along with, the world around us. 
One of the chief sins to avoid is the tendency towards extremes. A very few yea18 w~ o law studentb were making a case that they were very useful to a ~irm and well q~ nlified for practice; now many are saying that they are very useless and not well qualified. Where lies the truth? As often, somewhere in the-middle. But that is not to say that it is either insignificant or unimportant. Many an hour may be spent arguing the middle view against an extremist. Even more time may be spent discussing the specific nature of the abilities and disabilities of a recent graduate. But this is the task which must be attempted if we are to sensibly discuss the subject of practical training. The succeeding paragraphs represent an attempt to outline the problems of a typical graduate so that we might begin to see the true task of practical training . 
Deficiencies in a Typical Entrant to a Law Firm 
Most graduates will not have done any of the professional units prior to entry to a firm. Others will have done some, or all of these units. In either case I would suggest that the following deficiencies are to be found in new entrants to law firms: 
DL1 
1. They are not familiar with the people, the routine, the formal and the informal systems and rules of the particular office in which they work. They may not have worked in an office before. Some may seem overconfident. Others may be too timid. All will be ill at ease. 
I believe that this problem cannot be cured in advance. However it is crucial that firms appreciate this problem and provide their new employees with as much information, guidance and supervision as possible. New employees sspecially need a particular person whom they know they can turn to for guidance and assistance. It seems to be crucial that either one or two persons are responsible for the overall supervision and management of the content and load of new employees' work. 
2. They will prbably be unaware of the ways in which they are expected to act and to communicate with people. 
There ar8 good grounds for believing that this is a significant question. Entry to a lat~ firm involves a person in a wide and com-plicated set of relationships. This set of relationships is reasonably hierarchical and involves a wide number of persons including partners, firm's solicitors, other solicitors, clients, magistrates and judges, court staff and others. In particular new employees do not know where people fit in and are unsure about the way in which they are supposed to relate to them. A central problem is that of their relationship with their clients. 
One wonders whether there is any substitute for experience in this area. However notwithstanding this comment it can be said that some graduates will handle this problem much more easily than others. Some people fit into new situations and assume the practitioner role much more readily than others. In addition many tensions or problems perceived in this area may be put down to the gap in ages and attitudes which must inevitably exist between practitioners and graduates. 
Despite the general conclusion that this deficiency cannot be remedied outside of the office situation one aspect which might be cured in part by external training is the lack of negotiating and interviewing ski l ls. By the use nf role plays, discussions and practical exercises graduates ma y be given more confidence and sop l, ~stication in the i r approach t o these parts of t ~eir prac t ises, They would have conducted a few interviews and negotiation sessions (albeit in simulation) and may be more aware of the undercurrents and complexities inhe rent in these situations together with the techniques they may bring to bear on them 1 
3. It is likely that they will have large gaps in their knowledge of the kinds of accounting practitioners are required to handle. 
1, See for instance the discussion of special training in interviewing by A. Mc.M. Stanton in [1969] N.Z.L.J. s.1 4 
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There is some feeling that as well as an ability to cops with the firm's own accounting system the new practitioner needs a knowledge of accounting principles. One difficulty in teaching firm accounting out-side of a firm is that the outward appearance of these systems varies quite markedly from firm to firm. However there is little doubt that it is possible to teach elementary principles of book keeping and trust account procedures by a course such as the Office and Courtroom Practice course. It should also be possible to familiarise students with the solicitors' audit regulations and make certain general observations about office systems. Unfortunately I find that I cannot avoid commenting that the only Office and Courtroom Practice course of which I have pe rsonal knowledge does not appear to succeed in this regard. While bearing in mind the observation that we should not expect too much from such a course it is probable that close scrutiny of the format of these courses would be worthwhile. Further-more it should be even more possible to provide a firly good introduc-tion to general accounting principles and procedures. One might observe that it is probably appropriate that general accounting principles be taught by a full-time accountancy lecturer. 
4. They will not know very much, if anything, about the systems and procedures of registration and filing of land and court documents. 
In regard to the systems and procedures of physically registering and filing documents the new employee will not be in a very different position from that of most practitioners " In a great number of firms the task of registration and filing of documents is now carried out by girls hired specifically for that purpose. Very few principals or solicitors within such a firm would know which counters or rooms to go to in the Land Transfer Office or which forms and abstracts to attach to documents. Doubtless we would all agree that this does not repre-sent a problem. What is requir ed, however, is that new employees be aware of the implications of this system for them as they draft documents and decide whether~ when and where to file and r egister them. One might conclude that these implications are neither large in number nor terribly difficult and that in any case this ability is only acquired by actual performanse of the task of corning to grips with these implications as one drafts and registers documents. 
5. They wil1 riot be at all good at drawing documents or writing letters. 
This deficiency together with the next are probably the two items of greatest concern. To what extent can this lack of drafting skills be remedied prior to entry to a firm or in a learning situation outside the firm? How quickly can it be remedied within a firm? 
It would seem to me that the problem is accentuated by the fact that most graduates will have had no training whatsoever in drafting before entering a firm. Most will start their first job in the same year as they are taking the professional courses, Conveyancying and Draftsrnanship and Civil Procedure at University. 
The period during which the inadequacies of a new law clerk or solicitor are greatest and most clearly on display is the first three or four months in a firm. The four deficiencies listed prior to this one will probably be causing him quite some concern and taking a reasonable amount of his concentration and effort. Add to this a 
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complete lack of expa riencg in, and knowledge of
9 
drafting and it is 
no wonder an old~r experienced practitioner will ask whether his clerk 
has been taught anything of use, or anything at all while at university. 
Is the practitionGr right to arrive at a negative conclusion? As a 
general proposition it is demonstrably false but in regard to the 
specific skill of drafting documents and letters it is indeed correct. 
It is unfortunate that this specific complaint is often broadened into 
a g0neralised statement that not very much of practical vluo is taught within the law course. 
There remains the substance of the question concerning the 
extent to which draftin£ skills can be remedied prior to entry to a 
firm. I would contend that a reasonable amount of the skill of 
drafting can be taught outside a law firm - but not without thg actual 
"doing" of th3 drafting by thos e being taught. It is widely recognised 
that practical experience is th 2 primary tutor of the skills of draft-
ing in the Conveyancing courses than presently exists. However one 
constraint on such a programme is that of time and resources. 
Conveyancing is but one of the professional units. A balance of 
emphasis must therefore be arrived at. In addition while the Uni-
versities may wish t o hire practitioners or other part-time teachers 
to take tutorials in drafting it is worth asking how many tutorial 
hours are needed to bring a student up to a significantly better 
level. A dozen tutorial hours will not provide a volume of experience 
comparable with that which even the first fPw weeks in a law office 
might provide. Ano t her limitation on the extent to which drafting can 
be taught is that of the situation in which it is tau~ht. I believe 
that a graduate will bring more care, attention and effort to bear on 
a real document or lette r than on an exercise. He will undertake the -
task of improvinr his skills of draftsmanship far more diligently in 
a real situation than in a simulatP.d setting. 
The r e fore m~ conclusion is that the irnportant skills of drafting 
can be taught to a certain extent by separate institutionalised train-
ing hut only to a vory limited extant. One is thus forced to the 
conclusion that not very much should be expected of the drafting 
skills of a now entrant to a firm. 
6. They will not be aware of the details or implications of 
planning 2nd SX8cuting a transaction in its entirety - in other 
wo r ds they will be somewhat larking in their handling of tha 
raw matorial of a transaction. 
This aspect focus ses on the initial confrontation with the facts 
and requirements of a particular problem or transaction. It also 
r elates to the abilit~, to carry on and maintain the transaction in an 
efficient and prop 3r manner. Both aspects emphasis e a knowledge of 
Practical requirem3nts. These r equirements are partly shaped by 
theory and partly by the situation in which the transaction is being 
conducted. I would suggest that only a limited proportion of the 
situational r~quircm9nts can be taught outside the context of the 
actual work situation. However a tool such as the legal practice 
manual edited bys. MacFarlane and issued by the Auckland District Law 
Society can impart a significant level of information about the 
environment within which a legal problem exists and the steps that must 
be taken to carry th ~ problem through to its solution. 
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7. They will be unfamiliar with the details of the process of 
bringing a metter bafore the court; planning a case, the 
procedur.os of th3 court; initially their advocacy will be undevelop0d. 
Much th3 same comment can be made about this deficiency as was 
made about the last one. Furthermore, the same type of solution 
appears appropriate. An example of another way of attempting to solve 
this problem is an integrat3d litigation course which uses fairly 
simple but compl 8to files as precedents for exercises which students undertake in simulation. 
B. They will probably have forgott e n or not have been confronted 
with a reasonable proportion of the substance and details of the 
law relating to many of the matters they will be called upon to deal with. 
No-one would seriously argue that a graduate should know all 
areas of the l~w and all its details. No lawyer does. I do not feel 
that this area r3presents a serious problem. The graduate who is in 
any way compet8nt can find the law on a particular problem and analyse 
it, albeit not with the confidence and precision of an experienced 
practitioner. Apar t from the skills of analysis and research a law 
student who enters th2 profession must have done Contract, Torts, 
Criminal Law, Constitutional Law, Land Law, Equity, Commercial Law, 
Company Law, Family Law, Office and Courtroom Practice, Conveyancing 
and Draftsmanship, Civil Procedure, Taxation and Estate Planning and 
the Law of Evidence. In these areas he will have been taught the 
basic principles of the subject and the way in which these principles 
relate to factual problems. At First sight teaching basic principles 
may s eGm too theoretical. These important principles are not often 
the immediate subjgct matter of 2 specific problem a practitioner will 
have directly in front of him. However thes e principles hav e shaped 
the subject and they mak e up the framework in which the specifics 
li e . Therefore I am of the opinion that it is more important to teach 
the framework together with an ability to then work with the specifics 
than it is to simply teach a great many specifics, That is not to say 
that thn specifics of subjocts are not taught. Indeed they are, but 
primary emphasis lies with the framework of the subject and its basic principles. 
The feeling of a meeting held r ecently in We llington comprising 
representatives of all groups with interes ts in the practical training 
debate was that only three or, at most, four of the deficiencies listed 
above could be tackled outside of th e context of a firm. It appeared 
that the consensus was that only de ficiencies 3 (relating to accounting) 
5 (the draftino of documents and letters) and 7 (the process of bringing 
a case to courf) could be taught in a classroom situation. Even in 
relation to these three deficiencies it appea red clear that the 
Problem could only b0 solved to a very limited extent. 
f_onclusio_Q 
My conclusion is that the problem is not that great. 
However it is equally clear that certain aspects of practical 
training can be improved. Suggesting those alternatives is the task of 
the following papers in this seminar. 
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PRACTICAL r1"'RAINING 
- obtaining a change in the attitude of practitioners (and 
accordingly, firms) to the training and supervision of 
clerks and recently admitted solicitors -
1. Practitioners do bear a heavy responsibility to effectively train 
their clerks and ease the transition into the practice of law. 
2. This responsibility exists for several reasons:-
(a) Most of the deficiencies of a graduate (in purely practical 
terms) cannot be cured away from the job. Furthermore these 
deficiencies are significant. Those that can be dealt with at all 
can only be dealt with to a limited extent. Therefore they must 
be taught on the job, by the employer-practitioner. 
(b) The university has a different role than that of teaching the 
kinds of specific skills which we have been talking about. It 
operates at a broader level , has aims which extend beyond the 
question of transition to practice. However we should not disregard 
the possibility that certain aspects of the LL.B.training might 
be altered to alleviate the problem of a lack of practical skills. 
(c) It accords with one of the aspects of the notion of a 
profession - an ability and willingness t o teach itself. 
(d) It is in practitioners' interests anyway:-
(i) Professional~odwill - a clerk who receives gocxi 
training is less likely to rrove from a particular firm than 
one who receives poor training and supervision. Even if 
the clerk does join another firm he will hold the firm in 
which he was well t reated in high regard and his future 
dealings with that firm will probably reflect this attitude. 
(Perhaps this proposition is better expressed in the 
negative - if he was poorly t rained his regard for that firm 
will not be high etc.) 
(ii) a firm which trains well will obtain the best 
graduates - this argument has more force in a tirre when there i s 
a -srnaller proportion of graduates to positions available. 
(iii) goodwill of clients - a law clerk who is trained and 
supervised effectivel y i s less likely to upset clients, is 
more likely to create gpodwill for the firm. 
2. 
(iv) effective training and supervision of a clerk will mean 
that he pays his own way, and is of more assistance to those 
for whom he works more quiclr..ly. 
(v) practitioners are liable for the mistakes of their 
employees; and those mistakes are not always picked up by 
supervision - prevention is better than cure. 
3. Given that we accept that this responsibility exists, there are 
several problems in changing the current unwillingness (shared by 
most practitioners) to invest their time and effort in training their 
clerks. The prime responsibility of taking the lead in this matter 
rests with the law Society -- first the New Zealand Law Society and 
secondly the District Law Societies. 
4. The first step at the Law Society level would be to gain acceptance 
of the proposition that this responsibility exists, that there is 
a problem in the attitude of practitioners to it, and that this 
attitude needs to be changed. A nnre complete outline of the 
reasons stated in paragraph 2 above should be enough to achieve Law 
Society agreement. It is also likely that we would need to bring 
evidence that there is a problem with the way in which many firms 
approach this matter. 
J. The Law Society would then have the task of persuading practitioners 
that something needs to be done in this area. How might this be done? 
I suppose that the first task would be to show practitioners that 
there is a problem that lies with them. Evidence would have to 
be brought as to deficiencies in certain approaches many practitioners 
have to this problem. Alternatives would need to be suggested. The 
major need is for an outline of suggestions as to appropriate methods 
of handling new graduates. 
6. How might this be effectively translated into law firms? Obviously 
this needs the agreement of practitioners. If they do not want to 
tackle this problem there is little the Law Society can do. As 
suggested above the first task therefore is to persuade. I have 
always been a believer in the promulgation of ideas as a way of 
changing situations. If the right people say something often enough, 
in a good enough way, eventually it sinks in. 
3, 
7. However we may also examine the role of the proposed director of 
practical training. If he is still going to exist I would like to 
see him working very heavily with firms - and that he be sorreone 
who would seriously engage in the task of persuading firms to 
improve their training of n0w employees. 
8. 1hese are purely points for discussion. I trust that they are of 
assistance but that they do not limit us to the suggestions herein. 
E. C . Williams 
31.8. 77 
APPENDIX 8 
Time 
I have attempted to assess the amount of time 
expended on the project over the 26 weeks from April 
to September. I have managed to identify 95 - 100 
hours. This adds up to a little under 4 hours per 
week. It is appropriate to note that these are 
only the hours I have been able to link with a 
formal activity or period which I can specifically 
recall. 
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